




Students Upset That Graden Not Picked
-By John W. M. CJaud-
Editor-in-Chief
Dale Graden is leaving Trin-
ity after five years as a visiting
professor — and not by his own
choice. .
After conducting a nation-
wide search for a "tenure track"
professor of Latin American his-
tory, a joint committee from the
History and Area Studies Depart-
ments decided not to offer the
position to Graden.
Their choice is Dario Eu-
raque, a native Honduran who is a
PhD. candidate at the University
of Wisconsin at Madison.
Many students and some
faculty members were outraged
by the decision, and History
Department Chairman Borden
Painter held a meeting yesterday
to explain the selection process.
"Tenure positions are se-
lected on a national basis," said
Painter, who was also chairman
of the search committee. "There
are lots of reasons this, is done.
First, there is a legal obligation.
Basically, we have to get away
from the old style of doing things
where people would be hired on a
casual basis."
Painter then cited a "profes-
sional obligation to Trinity to get
the best faculty it can."
"The point is to do a thor-
ough job," said Painter.
According to some students,
the search was little more than a
formality.
Members of a nine-student
advisory board met with each
candidate during lunch and then
attended lectures given by the
candidate later in the day.
Eight of the board members
recommended Graden. The re-
maining student's vote was de-
scribed as "neutral" by Painter.
"You know they didn'fread
our recommendations," said a




-By Mary Ann Brooks-
News Staff Writer
Last week was Latin Amer-
ica week, a "forum" to raise
awareness and knowledge of Latin
Americanpolitics, culture, people,
and the role of the U. S. in Latin
American politics, coordinHtedbv
Dr. Andrea Bianchini ofthe Latin
America department.
The week began with two
events dealing with the involve-
ment of the church in Central
America. On Sunday a sermon
was given by Joe Sanlei of
CISPES, The Committee In Soli-
darity with thePeopleof El Salva-
dor, entitled, "The Eucharist in
Concern for the People of Central
America". On Monday, Sanlei
spoke again, with Josie Beecher,
another volunteer church worker
in Central America in a lecture
entitled "The Church in Central
America".
On Sunday, Monday, and
Tuesday, Latin America Week
was highlighted with the film
"Romero", shown at Cinestudio.
The film is a powerful depiction
of the situation in El Salvador,
through the story ofthe late Arch-
bishop Oscar Romero's life. On
Tuesday "Music from the Andes"
was performed by the group
Kataris, who play instruments
native to Bolivia, Peru, and Chile.
Another event scheduled for
Tuesday, a forum involving Trin-
ity professors Dale Graden,
Miguel Ramirez, and Roger A.
Zapata titled, "The Political Econ-
omy of Cocaine in Latin Amer-
ica," was cancelled due to the fact
that Graden was denied a position
in the History Department.
On Wednesday, Professor
Garrido, of the Universidad del
Val le, Cali, Colombia spoke about
the history of the New Grenada
region (which include the coun-
tries Colombia, Equador, and
Venezuala) at the end of the 18th
century and the beginning of the
19th century. Hermain focus was
the Indian and slave revolts that
were repressed by the elites in
conjunction with the spread of
radical ideas during that period.
• To wrap up Latin America
week on Thursday, Jennifer Barr
'91 and Tucker Carlson '91 spoke
to a large crowd of students and
faculty in the Faculty Club, in a
discussion entitled "Witnessing
the Election in Nicaragua: A
Testimonial." The two students
presented different first-hand
perspectives on the recent elec-
tion in Nicaragua.
Overall, Latin America week
was successful and well-attended.
It contributed greatly to the re-
markable visability of the Latin
America program at Trinity, and
in the Hartford area.
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Pat Enright '92, left, and Kim Murdah '91 watch over candles during the protest
during Don Muhammed's speech last Tuesday.
Photo by Kathleen Thomas
Don Muhammad Meets Protest
D — , — • . .
"Black Leaden of the'60's" a misnomer
-By Robert Cockburn and Steve Safran-
Senior Editors
Students who attended Don Muhammad's lec-
ture looking for controversy or a Black history
lecture were disappointed. Instead, the fiery minister
from the Nation of Islam concentrated on the themes
of Black power and racial harmony in his Tuesday
speech. ,
"I'm here to rumble," Muhammad repeatedly
shouted, facing a half-capacity Washington Room
crowd.
Muhammad claimed racial harmony can only
be achieved when different races learn to accept, and
respect, each other's history. "How dare you say that
what I have to say is not good for Black and red and
yellow and, yes, even white?" Muhammad asked,
"Its not whether you're Black or white, but whether
you're wrong or right."
Mike Pina '92, President of the Pan-African
Alliance, said PAA is trying to promote this mes-
sage. "WhatDon Muhammad demands is that people
respect Black people's heritage," he said.
Pina said he doesn't see much of that respect,
around campus;
In a speech proceeding Muhammad's, Pina said
"I feel betrayed, betrayed by Tom Gerety, Cheryl
Smith, the Tripod staff, and
Pina and former PAA president Shawn Wooden
'91 were especially critical ofthe administration's
decision to close the lecture to the public. "We're
censoring out an entire community," said
Wooden in his opening remarks, "I've never
seen the administration so wrong — blatantly
wrong — about things going on at an institu-
tion."
In a letter to President Tom Gerety, Con-
necticut Civil Liberties Union President and
University of Connecticut Law Professor John
C. Brittain attacked the administration's deci-
sion to limit the speech to Trinity students.
"Your institution and the Hartford Police De-
partment possess the means to provide adequate
security for the protection of the publfc," said
Brittain. "Thus, we in the Hartford community
in general..., and the civil liberties segment in
particular, believe that your claim of threats and
danger is a pretext for censorship."
Pina said the PAA had also received the
backing of Carrie Saxon Perry, mayor of Hart-
ford and president of the Rainbow Coalition of
Hartford, Connecticut Representatives Coleman
and Carter, Hartford Deputy Mayor I. Charles
Matthews, Senator Frank Barrows, the National
Black Lawyers Association, members of
Trinity's academic freedom committee, and
several faculty members.
Other students, though, were angered that
Muhammad was allowed to Speak at all. About
thirty-five demonstrators held a candle-light vigil
before the lecture to protest bigotry on campus.
The group held up signs reading "Down with
Bigotry,""Guilty,"andi''Don Muhammad Guilty
Please see Lecture, page 4
Trinity Enters Modern Era of Recycling
-By Patricia Pierson-
Managing Editor '
Thanks to the support of
several students and some assis-
tance from' .the administration,
Trinity College has entered the
recycling era. Since March 1,
1990 students have been collect-
ing paper in three bins distributed
across the campus in Central
Services, Hallden Computing
Center, and Mather Hall.
"Awareness on campus is
very high. Everyone wants to be
involved to some extent," re-
marked Clayton Hurd '92, organ-
izer of the project. Hurd, in con-
junction with Progressive Student
Alliance, presented a recycling
proposal to the Student Govern-
ment Association in late Febru-
ary.
Following approval by the
SGA, the proposal was enacted,
and since that time, the program
has been self-supportive with a
core of volunteers and its own
leadership. Yet, Hurd asserts, "We
do still regard it as a PSA
project...there's still an affili-
ation," in the event that the need
for funding or representation
should arise, '
Approximately 20-25 stu-
dents have volunteered lheir time
to assist in the many aspects of
recycling, from bagging the col-
lected paper to making posters
and outlining long-term goals.
Although there is strong student
involvement, Hurd notes, "If [the
program] is going to exist in the
future, we're going to need a lot
more administrative support."
"We want to recycle more
things than just paper: aluminum,
scrap metal, newspapers, card-
board, and maybe even plastic,"
continued Hurd. At the moment,
only some types of paper are col-
lected; excluded are envelopes
with plastic windows, newsprint,
paper plates and napkins.
The recycling company,
United Paper and Metal of
Fitchville, Connecticut, purchases
collected paper from the campus
by the ton. At the present time,
the fees paid by the company equal
the rental cost of the three collec-
tion bins.
Remarked Hurd,"Acost-free
program right now is fine with
me. The money would be nice,
but it wouldn't be that much. Just
the fact that the program is cost-
free is really neat."
Hurd cited the nssislance of
Steven Kemler '9'i as integral to
the early success of the recycling
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Problems Continuous In Tripod's Handling of SGA Info Box
To the Editor;
1 have attempted to make the *
SGA as visible and open to sug-
gestions aspossible this year. One
of the ways I had hoped to achieve
this goal was through the Tripod,
but unfortunately, I am fighting a
losing battle. Every week an SGA
Information Box has been sub-
mitted on time and without errors,
and every single week there has
been some sort of problem. I have
tried to be patientwhen I was told
that somehow the SGA Box was
"misplaced" and that "it would
not happen again." I have asked
umpteen times what I have to do
to make sure that there would not
be a problem, and again, after
following exactly what I have been
told, the box was either omitted or
filled with numerous errors and
misinformation. Finally, I was
told by John Claud that if I gave
the SGA Box directly to him, he
would make sure the correct in-
formation appeared in the Tripod.
I did this and have again been
disappointed and frustrated. I am
frustrated because of all the. er-
rors, in spite of the fact that they
are not my fault, reflect poorly on
both the SGA and me. I under-
stand that it is an editor's right to
delete certain words and sentences
if space is limited. However, I
find it absolutely unacceptable that
an important letter sent to the
administration by the SGA had its
entire meaning changed by the
Editorial
Keep the Quad Clean
As spring has returned to Hartford/ for however brief a
time, Trinity students have returned to one of their favorite
occupations outside of their school work: spending the afternoon
on the school's quads.
Several hundred students each day spent at least part of
their afternoons lounging, playing catch, or throwing a frisbee
on either the LSC or Main Quad. At a school in a city as Trinity
is, the quads are a natural refuse on a nice day.
Unfortunately, the return of students to Trinity's fields
also brings with it the careless deposit of garbage.
Residents of the Main Quad have to look out of their
windows at the end of each day to a sea of waste left by the
temporary inhabitants of that afternoon.
Often students are forced to remove glass and other
dangerous particles from under bare romping feet.
The problem of music coming from Jarvis or Cook poses
another problem on a nice day. The speakers placed in the
windows of rooms facing the Quad often interferes with classes
going on in Seabury and the other faculty operations going on
there.
The music also makes the students who must endure a
long afternoon class, no matter how strong their passion for
learning, lament that he or she were not on the outside with his
or her peers.
So keep Trinity beautiful by enjoying the quads, but
dumping trash in the cans on the Long Walk and under Cook
Arch. Don't dump on the school's most beautiful area.
TRINITY "TRIPOD
(' jphn W.M. Claud**
| y Editor-in-Chiefi' •
;;l.);js|>|i^fdit^fi|| H W Hj'""•;|^4itl^#prf^...J^I
All letters must be received by S p.m. Friday.. Only letters signed by the
author and including a phone number for verification will be considered for
publication. Though thereis nolimit on length, the Tripod reserves the right
to edit any submission over 250 words in length. Letters may be left on the
door of the Tripod office (Jackson basement) or mailed to Box 1310 The
Tripod can be reached at 297-2583.
omission of a complete sentence.
The letter, concerning the Don
Muhammad lecture, was supposed
to have stated that the SGA had
requested the date of the lecture
be moved from March 6 to March
13. By omitting his very impor-
tant part, it made our letter seem
as if we were not concerned by the
date conflict with Sexual Assault
Awareness Week. I suggest that
the editors be much more careful
before they omit something that
changes the entire meaning of
important information. In last
week's SGA Box, the spelling
errors were so numerous, that the
message was difficult to under-
stand. In particular, the misspell-
ing of the College President's
name is ridiculous, and should
not occur in any college newspa-
per. I apologize to the rest of the
Trinity community for waiting as
long as I did to write this letter, but
I was always told that it "would
not happen again." I foolishly
believed this. I will keep trying to
make the SGA as open and visible
as possible. Hopefully some
Tuesday in the future it "will not






Editor's n'ote: The Tripod apolo-
gizes to the SGA and Melissa Gold
for the errors and deletions hat
have appeared in recent editions
of the SGA Box. The errors were
unintended and certainly not ma-
licious.
The opinions expressed in
these letters do not
necessarily reflect the
views, thoughts, opinions,
or beliefs of the Tripod as
a whole or in part.
Students Overcome Educational System
To the Editor:
The Problem of racial ten-
sion is a complex issue here at
Trinity. The words "compassion"
and "understanding" are heard
often in the discussion of this is-
sue, yet it is not often defined
what we need to show compas-
sion or understanding for. Many
Trinity students do not understand
the motivation of Black students
groups on campus who put forth
strong charges of racism on the
parts of the administration, fac-
ulty, and students of the College.
I find the word "compassion" to
be a very interesting solution to
the problem of racial tension. It is
hard for anyone to find compas-
sion for something that he does
not fully understand.
The experience of Black stu-
dents, whether it is on the ele-
mentary, junior high, high school,
or even the college level is funda-
mentally different than that of
majority white American students.
Last summer, I attended a lecture
on the miseducation of Black
children given by a notable child
psychiatrist in Cleveland, Ohio.
The psychiatrist told the story of a
7 year-old Black child entering
the second grade at a new school.
This child, on the first day of
school, entered his classroom and
was confronted with a teacher
who, with no justification, rolled
her eyes at the young boy. The 7
year-old, who immediately be-
came frustrated and scared, kicked
the teacher and ran out of the
classroom. Mostpsychiatristswill
agree that this is a normal reaction
to this situation, but the school
immediately labeled him as a
"discipline problem" and he was
pushed into special classes and
remedial education. Similarly,
many Black children in America's
schools learn at an early age that
they have been voted "Most likely
to fail" by the system that is sup-
posed to educate them.
Consider also that through-
out junior high and high school,
Black students are. taught that a
knowledge of their own cultural
heritage is largely unimportant or
not worth learning. Many of these
years are spent learning an in-
depth analysis of Western history
and culture, while African history
is rarely taught and Afro-Ameri-
can or West Indian culture is
merely touched on briefly.
Black students at any pres-
tigious institution such as Trinity
have overcome seemingly over-
whelming societal and educational
odds to be in the positions we
have achieved. We are now in a
community where there are rela-
tively less minorities than Ameri-
can society as a whole. We feel it
is now our right to hear different
strains of Black political thought
such as the Nation of Islam and
other different speakers and to
extend this right to other Hartford
citizens who are going through or
have gone through experiences
similar to our own.
At institutions such as this
one Black students are often con-
fronted with comments such as
"Oh, she only got into this school
because she's Black." The actual
case is that she made it in spite of
obstacles set in her path. We all
deserve the respect that is due to
us personally and to our organiza-
tions. When we do not receive
this, why shouldn't we assume
that racism is the cause? We've
been dealing with racism our entire
educational careers. As I have
said before, as a Black student, I
don't care whether or not you like
me, or have compassion for me.
Just respect me.
, : i ; V , ' J K I - " ' : ''.
Sincerely,
Joy Boulware '93




Each year 35.6% of our waste
comes from paper and paperboard,
which is 25 tons of paper prod-
ucts. These paper products are
separated into various types as
newspapers which make up 8.8
milion tons of waste a year and
office paper which contributes to
5 million tons of refuse a year.
There are many ecological rea-
sons to recycle. Annualy, recy-
cling paper reduces air pollution
by 74% and water pollution by
35% We also want to preserve
our natural resources such as the
land and trees. 75,000 trees are
used each week to make the Sun-
day edition of the New York Times;
only 30% of these papers-are re-
cycled. Within five years
Connecticut's landfills are.going
to reach maximum capacity; we
need to do something about it
now.
Trinity has begun to admit
the importance of recycling. The
new student-run recycling pro-
gram is a big step towards what
needs to be done on this campus.
We need to realize how much is
being wasted every time we throw
something in the trash can. We
must start now by using the Trin-
ity program to alleviate the prob-
lems on our campus. There are
bins in the mail room and com-
puter center where we are able to
put our recyclible waste. This
program is run by students who
separate the paper and leave it in
pick-up spots for Buildings and
Grounds. The Trinity recycling
program is'a start but it is essential
that we begin to do more on our
own to stop the solid waste crisis.
On Thursday March 22,
ConnPIRG.is holding a demon-
stration in the cave to show how
much paper the Trinity commu-
nity uses during a 24 hour period.
Liz Brown, a member of the
Environmental Committee and
winner of the Environmental
Protection Agency's award for
recycling, will be the keynote
speaker at the demonstration.
Save your paper products from
Wednesday, March 21 to Thurs-
day, March 22 and bring them to
the Cave at 4 pm and we will see
how much paper our school goes
through each day. The paper
generated through this demonstra-
tion will then be recycledthrough
the Trinity program. Please sup-




Earth Day Project of ConnPIRG
Measles Warning
To the Editor:
To any students who are spending Spring Break in locations
with other college students, the Medical Office is recommending
a second measles "shot" if you have not had a second one or had
the second one before 1980. Some colleges have measles on
campus and there is a chance of getting measles if not adequately
immunized.
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1st Amendment Rights Taken Too Lightly
To the Editor:
Maybe these are nothing
more than the troubled thoughts
of a "First Amendment Wimp",
but I'm concerned about the free
and easy way that that central
principle has been treated lately.
The decision to allow Minis-
ter Don Muhammad to speak on
campus was "wimpy and timid.
Trinity is a private college and
does not have to conform to the
First Amendment," said a profes-
sor who was given access to the
front page of the Tripod to make
that statement; whose views on
the visit of the Nation of Islam to
the College were published in the
Hartford Courant and the Hart-
ford Advocate; who sent a letter to
the faculty through campus mail
on College letterhead urging the
boycott of the, Don Muhammad
lecture; who harangued against
Don Muhammad to a packed
audience in the Washington
Room; who helped organize a
gauntlet of candleholders and
bannerholders through which
anyone who wanted to listen to
the Don Muhammad lecture had
to pass; and who served as the
faculty advisor to persons filing
complaints before the College's
Racial Harassment Committee
against Don Muhammad. Seems
as if the universal principles of the
First Amendment are to apply at
Trinity selectively and conven-
iently.
A letter written to the Tripod,
referring to the restriction on the
audience of the Don Muhammad
lecture, said "We need to protect
our own students before protect-
ing the democracy of Connecti-
cut," as if threats to democracy
wouldn't threaten us, or as if re-
stricting the audience wasn't a
restriction of our own " First
Amendment rights that didn't
deserve protection.
Restricting a speaker's audi-
ence is arestriction of free expres-
sion, one that apparently can be
made with no more justification
than reference to the precedent set
by whatever conditions prevailed
• on aprevious occasion. The press,
essential to the system of free
expression, also can be excluded
on the grounds of security,
grounds that are certainly diffi-
cult to fathom when applied to
them, and that were made no
clearer by the bizarre arrangement
of piping in the lecture in the
Washington Room to the press in
Wean Lounge through closed-
circuit TV connections. The ban
on the press extended to the Pan
African Alliance itself, which was
prohibited from videotaping its
own event until protests prevailed.
The PAA was to be restricted
because the press was restricted
because the audience was. re-
stricted — piggy-backing viola-
tions.of free speech.
A Tripod editorial writer al-
lowed that the lecturer was "dan-
gerous as a convicted racial har-
asser." The editorial continued:
"The College now has the admin-
istrative, right to restrict his en-
gagement that it did not have
before the decision was handed
down." The writer has created a
new "right", the "Administrative
Right", that can supersede the
traditional right to free expres-
sion once the "College decrees
certain expressions prohibited.
Once violated, free speech is twice
violated.
But it's worth taking note of
the editorial: We now have dan-
gerous speech on this campus. It
was decreed by an official body of
the College which has only ill-
defined standards for sustaining
its judgement. Its procedures are
closed and there is no public rec-
ord of them to reveal how testi-
mony , counter-testimony, and the
vehement denials of the accused
are balanced against each other in
reaching a verdict. When, under
these circumstances a speaker can
be "convicted" of impermissible
speech, we treat free expression
as though it were less precious
than we make it out to be.
Saying free speech isn't ab-
solute doesn't mean that any
compromise of it isn't the most
grave of actions. Saying Trinity
is a private institution doesn't
mean that its commitment to free
expression can be any less thanto
the principles embodied in the
First Amendment, But, we have
played loosely with free expres-
sion in the past few months, will-
ing to compromise it for expedi-
ency, sometimes almost reflex-
ively. I have to wonder how many
reasons we could invent to com-
promise it if we were in a harsh
period of political hysteria, when
the pressures are really intense.
Sincerely,
BudSchultz
Condom Week Message Misunderstood
Not an Encouragement for "Fun & Frolic"
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to John Tranchina's clever article of March 6.
Seriously now, the Medical Office was really not condoning a week of merriment, fun, and frolic
during National Condom Week despite Mr. Tranchina's interpretation. But I am always pleased to get
feedback from students so call or write to me at the office any time.
We were using the week which included Valentine's Day to reiterate a medical concern for anyone
who may be sexually active to use your head in protecting yourself and the "one you love".
The "Noble Condom", as it was called, certainly has come into its own (and rightly rightly so) with
the increase of STD's and the tragedy of the AIDS epidemic. And let's not forget its long time use as
a birth control method which by the way should be used with foam for maximum protection.
We have no exclusive deal with Trojan and have used various types in the past—and the present.
Granted the condom manufacturers make money but isn't that the bottom line of any business? We
spend money on frivolous things — why not spend it on a life saver?
I would be very receptive to any ideas you have to encourage the use of the "Noble Condom" but





Sexual Assault Awareness Week Shortchanged
Tripod Coverage Inadequate/ Herr Article Insensitive to Issues
To the Editor:
We would like to express our
disappointment in the :Ttipod
coverage of Sexual Assault
; Awareness Week. Despite cover-
age promised by the Tripod Edi-
tor-in Chief for the Wednesday
night Men's Panel and Friday
night's TakeBack the Night march
and rally as well as an editorial in
the issue of March 13, the only
mention of these events was in a
small box in the corner of a page.
In addition, at least three weeks
prior to Sexual Assault Aware-
ness Week the Sexual Assault
Task Force was promised, and
submitted articles for, a two page
spread such as was given to Black
History Month and Women's
History Month.
We believe the issue of sex-
ual assault is extremely important
and unfortunately many men and
women in this community are not
educated about the problem. The
purpose of our week was to bring
awareness and education to cam-
pus. It is unfortunate we cannot
depend on the Tripod to help us as
well as the rest of the Trinity com-
munity learn and become aware
of this problem.
It is difficult for us to believe
that the Friday night Take Back
the Night march and rally, which
attracted over 150 students and
faculty, did not merit an article.
WTIC Channel 61 felt it appro-
priate not only to cover our event
but to include an interview with a
Trinity victim as part of their lead
story on date rape, on Friday
night's (March 9) 10:00 news.
On a separate but related
topic, we wish to address David
Herr and his article, "Situational,
Individual Ethics Key to Assault
Question" in the March 13 issue
of the Tripod. Herr makes many
statements and assumptions which
we find offensive. We would like
to begin by addressing: "When a
woman takes off her shirt in front
on a man, there is tacit permission
to have sex..." This statement is
particularly surprising consider-
ing that it is soon followed by,
"Individual women and men
should learn to distrust any
"emanation" (tacit consent) and
ask forthright questions (express
consent). Emanations are vague
and deceptive..." an obvious con-
tradiction. In an informal Cave
survey, all women questioned
were surprised at the thought that
taking off their shirt meant that
their consent to sex was assumed.
Several expressed a desire to see
Mr. Herr's reactions on a topless
beach. .
A second assertion by Mr.
Herr which we would like to
address is, "Rapists, whetherfrom
the bush or on a date, know what
the word 'no' means; they know
that when their victims begin to
struggle as ferociously as they are
able that they are clearly implying
'no'. The fact is that rapists are
not ignorant, but that, as indiv idu-
als, they do not care. Their finger
pointing to society, peers, and their
own ignorance is simply another
example of people resisting re-
sponsibility for themselves and
their actions." It is true that rape
is the act of an individual, but why
is it that he does not care? It is
because society has informed him,
through media, peer pressure, and
few models for proper behavior
that a woman's desires are unim-
portant, that a woman who says
"no" means "yes". Therefore the
blame for sexual assault does fall
on gender stereotyping of society,
not a few, depraved individuals as
Mr. Herr would like to believe. In
fact, 1 in 2 men admit to having
performed acts which fit the legal
definition of rape, although only
1 in 50 men understood that what
they had done was a crime, (from
Sexual Assault: What Colleges
Can Do) Obviously these men do
not know they are raping a woman
but do not care; they do not be-
lieve women who refuse sex be-
cause society had taught them not
to.
Yet another theory expressed
by Mr. Herr is that "the source of
the problem [is]: individual rela-
tionships in which something goes;
drastically wrong." We question
whether when a woman asks a
man, or accepts a man's offer to
walk her safely home, she has
time to recognize "when a date is
veering dangerously off course"
orto "articulate...[her] specific in-
tention, desires, and actions."
Why should a woman always be
on the defensive? Why is it ex-
pected that she will have sex un-
less she explicitly refuses?
Mr. Herr ( and others who
may share his opinions), we in-
vite you to contact any one of us,
or to attend a SATF meeting
Tuesdays at 4pm in the Women's
Center. The only way the prob-
lem of sexual assault can be solved
is through education, discussion,
and awareness, and this is our






Black Community Suffers Undue Scrutiny
To the Editor:
The black community at Trin-
ity has been under incredible scru-
tiny over the past four months.
Many black students have been
challenged as individuals and
forced to defend themselves and
their actions in ways individual
white students have not. It may be .
time to turn the tables and ask
ourselves some of the same ques-
tions we have been demanding
that the black students answer.
1. Why do you all sit together
in SAGA? Why do you keep to
yourselves in such an exclusive
social group all of the time?
2. Why do you support and
participate in Majority Weekends?
Excessive alcohol consumption
and rock bands, the two major
activities of Spring Weekend,
exclude most of the black com-
munity. Doesn't the great invest-
ment of college resources in such
events and your participation in
them only serve to further fac-
tionalize the campus?
3. Why do you continue to
read racist texts like Huckleberry
Finn in classes? Can't you find
books to study which do not ex-
ploit and offend other groups?
People seek out situations in
which they feel comfortable, in-
dividuals with whom they can
identify, a culture which reaffirms
their identity. Black students
spend more time with each other
because they have shared inter-
ests and experience! White stu-
dents spend more time with each
otheT because they have shared
interests and experience.
Spring Weekend is a great
time for the college to come to-
gether and have fun in a relaxed
atmosphere. Minority Weekend
is an important lime for Trinity
students to have fun together, a
time when prospective students
can learn about Trinity in a com-
fortable atmosphere. Both activi-
ties foster a strong sense of com-
munity at the expense of alienat-
ing some members of the college.
Huckleberry Finn is a classic
of American literature whose lit-
erary value has been reaffirmed
by generation after generation of
readers and critics. The Nation of
Islam provides a powerful mes-
sage of pride in the black commu-
nity, in black achievements and
black leaders. Both of these forms
of cultural expression contain
elements which offend and upset
many people.
Why is is that we challenge
blacks for the same things we do?
Before we earn the right to chal-
lenge others, we need to take a
hard, objective look at the as-
sumptions we make about them
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PAA Lecture Draws Protesters, Sparse Crowd to Washington Room
Continued from Page 1
of Racial Harrassment of a Trin-
ity Student," referring to a Racial
Harassment Committee decision
which found the minister guilty
of directing anti-semitic remarks
at a student during a question-
and-answersession following the
November lecture.
"This guy has been found
guilty of [violating] a fundamen-
tal Trinity College policy," said
Andy Snyder '90, who brought
the racial harassment suit against
Don Muhammad. "I think that
this garbage has no place here."
Students at the vigil had
mixed feelings as to its purpose
and degree of success. Nathaniel
P. Dean" '90 attended the vigil
because "In the past year it would
seem that bigotry has surfaced at
Trinity in an alarming manner. I
find the presence of hate-mon-
gers on this campus repugnant... I
am shocked that in this city that
has many talented Black men and
women they could not find one
person who could deliver the
message who wasn't a ridiculous
Students Hot Over Choice of Historian
Continued from Page 1
member of the board who re-
quested anonymity.
"If they had to have a search
it should have shown that Graden
w.as the best candidate," said the
student "It was kind of a farce,
wasn't it?"
Members of the selection
committee were also dissap-
pointed with the decision. "The
panelists believe that denying
Dale Graden the Latin American
position was a- wrong-headed
decision, especially since he is a
uniquely talented individual and
contributed so much to the crea- •
tion and expansion of the Latin
American prgram [at Trinity],"
said Zapata.
"This decision was against
the intellctual climate which all
the members of the panel have
been able to enjoy," said Zapata.
Many people speculated that
affirmative action played a major
role in the decision to hire Eu-
raque, despite the fact that Graden
is the only non-minority member
of the Latin American Studies
Program.
Painter denied the .charges.
"In a formal sense, no," said
Painter when asked if ethnic back-
Recycling Program Underway
Continued from Page 1
effort. "What he has done in the
past month has been incredible.
In terms of advertising and get-
ting the word out, he has really
been incredible."
According to Kemler, "The
goal is to have all paper—all recy-
clable paper—be recycled as soon
as possible."-Kemter concurs with
Hurd in staling (hat the role oflhe
College administration is central
to attaining this end.
"To expand the program,"
concluded Kemler," [the college]
will have to get something like a
bailer, and there will have to be
involvement with the custodial
staff." Kemler and Hurd aim to
diminish the use of unrecycled
paper products by the College,
substituting reused paperfor print-
ing campus memos and informal
letters. Observed Hurd, "There's
no reason why you should use
such high-quality paper doing
that."
'Further goals of the project
include an expansion of collec-
tion centers to new areas such as
the library, dorms, and the vari-
ous departments, and creating a
permanent student coordinator
post. Hurd suggests this position
should become a work-study op-
tion available to two to three stu-
dents each term.
At the moment, proper dis-
posal of the collected paper and
the availability of resources rep-
resent the only obvious barricades
to (he success of Hurd and
Kemler's endeavors. Concedes
Hurd, "Not every paper that has
been set aside by students has
been sent to the recycling bin,"
due, in part, to the identical ap-
pearance of the College's trash
and recycling bags. As a result,
some recyclable paper has mis-
takenly been carted away to the
waste dump.
For all the logistical compli-
cations, both Hurd and Kemler
remain optimistic and enthusias-
tic about the future of recycling at
Trinity. Said Kemler, "I've al-
ways been concerned about the
environment and I really like to
see tangible results quickly. It's
amazing how many trees you can
save with recycling paper."
ground was a key factor in hiring.
He said only that Euraque's bi-
cultural background "made him
more attractive to the search
committee."
Painter also responded to
criticism that Graden was not hired
because of his personal political
leanings. "No person would be
rejected because of his politics,"
said Painter. "That shouldn't be a
part of [the search]." •
Painter came under fire from
students at the gathering who
questioned whether Graden's
contributions to the Trinity com-
munity were taken into account.
Painter and the search com-
mittee were accused of "moving
backwards" by one student, who
claimed that Graden has estab-
lished an important and rare rela-
tionship with students both inside
an outside the classroom.
The search committee was
made up of Professors Michael
Lestz and Painter of the History
Department, and Professor Miguel
Ramirez, Roger Zapala, and
Andrea Bianchini of the .Latin
American studies program.
Euraque, who has taught at
the Universtiy of Northern Illi-
nois for two years, received gen-
erally favorable reviews from
students who participated in the
search.
Graden declined to comment
on the matter, but some of his
colleagues have voiced concern
over the future of the Latin Ameri-
can Studies Program.
The decision also had an ef-
fect on Latin America Week at the
College. A lecture entitled "The
Political Economy of Cocaine"
was cancelled last Monday.
Graden, Zapata, andRamirez were
the participants.
Get Involved in the 4th Annual
er
Clean-Up
Sunday, April 29 12-4 p.m.
Sign up with your friends and form a team
outside of Mariott Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday at Dinner.
A great event for groups: Sports teams,
fraternities, and soforitites to raise money
for hunger and homelessness
bigot."
• Dean also allowed for the
possibility that the vigil was also
a form of protest against Don
Muhammed's presence on cam-
pus and not simply against all
forms of bigotry.
In a press release issued at
the vigil.Snyder said "theschool...
should take this judgement fur-
ther — not allowing convicted
racists such as Minister Muham-
mad to speak again on this cam-
pus; nor permitting the dissemi-
nation of student activity monies
as honoraria to such a speaker."
Pina made no apologies for
PAA's decision to ask Muham-
mad back to campus.
"Those charges were slan-
derous, false, and very one-sided,"
said Pina. "[Trinity Professor]
Ron Kicner was milking the press
and the students for his own ends."
Pina claims to have a tape
which proves conclusively that
Muhammad did not say anything
which could be construed as anli-
semitic during any part of the
lecture. "If people are using the
conviction to support their cause
it destroys their integrity," he said.
Security Blotter
Friday, March 9 at 9:45 pm — North Campus walkway:
Student reported seeing several youths in police type
uniforms walking through making lewd remarks. Security
Officer went to location, checked area with negative results.
Security Officer had observed earlier a group of police
explorers in area.
Saturday, March 10 at 1:20 am — Campus: Students
reported being followed while in their vehicle throughout
campus by a red jeep. Students did not obtain a registration,
nor were they able to obtain a description of driver.
Passenger described as a caucausian wearing a red baseball
cap. Security Officers advised of. situation; there was no
further incident.
Saturday, March 10 at 1:40 am — Mather Hall: Student
reported kicking the couch while attending a function in
Mather. Private duty policeman had observed student
kicking same and approached subject.,; Student stated
couch was already broken and he had tried to fix same,
became frustrated and started kicking the couch. Student
had apparently consumed some alcohol and it was
explained to same about the danger of jumping on furniture.
Student was asked to leave function several times before
complying.
Sunday, March 11 at 1:30 am — Life Science Quad by
Jackson Dorm: Two complaints received regarding a loud
group of people, possibly a fight in progress. Security
Officer investigated same and found the group involved in
a loud argument. The group was advised of complaint and
dispersed without incident.
Sunday, March 11 at3:10pm — Anadama Parking Lot-
Student reported her black Pontiac Firebird, had been
vandalized. Student had parked same Saturday and when
she returned to same found the steering column damaged
by ignition switch. Could not be determined as to how
vehicle was entered.
Tuesday, March 13 at 12:30 pm — Seabury: Non-student
driving her Hyundai down Summit Street pulled into
parking lot. Subject did not feel well and was approached
by an employee. Same employee called Security and
Medical Office. Ambulance called and subject transported
to Hartford Hospital.
Wednesday, March 14 at 2:02 am—Jarvis: Student reported
that part of the ceiling had broken off and fell to the floor.
Neither of the room's occupants were present at the time.
Plaster holding ceiling was cracked and wooden slats
could also be seen. B&G advised.
The Trinity Tripod will
not be published the
week of April 8.
The Tripod will
return April 17.
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S.G.A. Introduces Student Advisory, Judiciary Board Ideas
The SGA committees inves-
tigating the possibility of an honor
code and a judicial board for non-
academic offenses submit the
following proposal which has ben
approved by the SGA. It is with
our sincere hope that this pro-
posal is strongly considered be-
cause it represents the efforts and
views of many members of the
student body. Our research last
spring showed overwhelming
support for increased student
involvement in disciplinary ac-
tion, and it is our own expecta-
tion that an honor code may
augment the intellectual atmos-
phere of our community. From
here, we suggest that a program
during freshman orientation be
used -to clarify the , policy, and
perhaps utilize the essay section
in the application as a way both
to select students, and as a way to
pledge our dedication to such a
policy. More options surely exist,
and may become part of the final
policy, but as for now, the SGA
respectfully proposes the follow-
ing:
The Judiciary Branch will
consist of a student judiciary
board for non-academic offenses,
and an honor board for academic
offenses.
Student Judiciary Board:
I. The judiciary board con-
sists of administrators, faculty,
arid students.
II. The Board should include
seven members: one administra-
tor, two faculty members, and
four students to be chosen
through some type of process
which includes interviews and
essay writing. The administrator
who would sit on the board will
be determined by the area of
jurisdiction in which the viola-
tion has occurred. For example,
if a student were charged with
violating a dormitory regulation,
the Director of ResidentialServ-
ices would serve as the adminis-
trator. The faculty members
should be appointed by the Presi-
dent or the Dean of the Faculty.
III. Apy student who is ap-
prehended by security will be
summoned to go before the board.
In addition, any student who turn
himself in will also go before the
board. Their compliance should
be taken into effect when disci-
plinary actions are taken.
IV. If a student wishes to
appeal, the decision, appeals may
be made within 14 days of the
decision. The honor Board will
serve as the appeals board. The
Student Judiciary Board will hear
appeals from the honor board.
V. The student Judiciary
Board may defer a case to the
Sexual or Racial Harassment
Boards by two thirds vote.
VI. All decisions made by
the Student Judiciary board will
require a two thirds vote to perse-
cute a student.
VII. Penalties imposed by
the board will be in accordance
with the College policy regarding
punishments, i.e. suspension,
expulsion, censure, failure of
course, etc.
VIII. To file a complaint
against any person within the
College's jurisdiction, the com-
plaint must be submitted in writ-
ing to the chair-person of the
Honor Board. The committee will
then investigate the charges in
anyway that they see fit, adhering
to all the laws and regulations of
Trinity College, the State of
Connecticut, and the United States
of America.
Trinity College Honor Board
I. The Honor Board will in-
clude five students: One senior,
who will serve as chair-person,
one junior, one sophomore, and
two members of the Student
Government Association. Each
of the students will be choosen
•through a process which includes
a combination of interviews and
essays. The Board will also in-
clude three faculty members se-
lected by the President of the
College and one dean also se-
lected by the President. In total
nine people will comprise the
Board.
II. Penalties imposed by the
board will be in accordance with
the College policy regarding
punishments, i.e. suspensions,
expulsion, failure of course, etc.
III. Appeals to the Honor
Board will br heard by the Student
Judiciary Board, and appeals from
the Student Judiciary Board will
be heard by the Honor Board
within 14 days of the decision.
IV. Tofilea complaintagainst
any person within the the
College's jurisdiction, the com-
plaint must be submitted in writ-
ing to the chairman of the honor
board. The committee will then
investigate the charges in any way
that they see fit, adhering to all the
laws of Trinity College, The State
of Connecticut, and the United
States of America.
V. In a trial, the accused may
bring one person with him or her
into the trial to consult with, in
addition to any witnesses that may
provide information regarding the
case. In order to reach a convic-
tion, a two thirds majority of the
committee is required.
VI. In order to facilitate the
investigation of the policy into
the College, the committee rec-
ommends the following:
-A seminar on the Honor
Board required during freshman
orientation.
-Every exam taken by stu-
dents will be signed "I (name) on
my honor, have not received nor
given help during this examina-
tion."
Signature to Honor Code
upon matriculation.
VII. The Honor Code will
read as follows:
"By my signature below, I
affirm on my honor that I shall
abstain from fraud inn academic
work. I have read and understand
the regulations governing conduct
and the constitution of this Honor
Board, and I shall abide by their
provisions. It is my responsibility
to report violations of the honor
coed to the appropriate authori-
ties.
-from Hamilton College.
VIII. The HonorCode should
include the following provisions:
-On tests, it is a violation of
the Honor Code to ask for, give,
or receive help during a test from
any other students, except TA's,
to use any papers or books during
a test that arc not authorized by
the instructor, to reveal the form,
content, or degree of difficulty of
a test to someone who must take
that test, or to talk with other
students except TA's during that
test.
-The same level of integrity
will be expected on take home
exams as in classroom tests, and
students should assume that any
external assistance is prohibited
unless specified by the instructor.
-Examinations may be con-
ducted without proctors in the
room.
-In self scheduled exams,
students must stop writing at the
time specified by the instructor.
-It.shall br prohibited to ob-
tain access, without an instructors
permission, of examination ques-
tions prior to the instructor's dis-
tribution of the exam.
-It shall be prohibited to
change one's answer on a returned
examination and resubmit it for a
m
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grade.
-On homework assignments
that are to be submitted for a grade,
even if the instructor gives per-
mission to work with others, the
exercises must never simply be
copied.
IX. Separate from the actual
Honor Board will be six Honor
Advisers wh will be appointed by
the President. The honor advisor
will provide an informal means to
consult iss ues regarding the honor
code and violations of the code.
The names of the honor advisors,
who may be any member of the
community who possesses an
effective knowledge of the Col-
lege disciplinary policies, will
appear in the Student Handbook
each year. All consultations will
appear in the Student Handbook
each year. All consultations will
be strictly confidential, and any
information disclosed in a meet-
ing with an honoradvisormay not
be used against any member of
the College in any way.
X. Furthermore, the Student
Government Association urges
those who chose the members to
serve on either board to keep in
mind Trinity's goal of a commu-
'nity built on diversity.
SGA News
Transportation committee:
There will be a shuttle offered
before Spring Break to both the
train station and the airport on
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday.
Call Nathan Sage for details.
The SGA will be donating
$1,000 to Ron Kovic's lecture on
May 3, 1990, This money will
revert back to the students in the
form of an award or prize money
for an award or prize money for
an essay writing contest to begin
next year. The SGA will be askinf
student organizations for a dona-
tion towards the prize.
The SGA approved a. final
version of the Honor Board and
Student Judiciary Board for non-
academic offenses. The proposal
was submitted to the President
and Dean of Student's Office
If a student calls for a secu-
rity escort after2a.m. the van will
pick up one male, 1 female, but
will not pick up two males. Ann
Wolfsen, chairperson, is question-
ing the security office's policy
regarding this and questioning its
sexist nature.
There will be a ffod survey
distributed that will ask opinions
about Mariott and the changes in
the the Cave set-up. Changes will
be recommended according to
responses.
Meetings with alternative
bookstore companies are in prog-
ress. These meetings are open to
the entire campus. Follettes will
meet March 22, 12:30 in Rit-
tenburg.
John Langeland, Director of
Computing and Communications
Systems, explained the new tele-
phone service that will be com-
pleted for next year:
1. No installation charges.
2. Dial tone on arrival.
3.Toll charges billed to indi-
vidual student through use of an
authorization code provided at
check in.
4. Unlimited local calls.
5. Discounts on toll calls of 5
to 10 percent an AT&T dial rates;




8. Voice mail service in-
ciuded; similar service through
current SNET services is $10/
month plus installation.
9. Charge for telephone serv-
ice $60/student per semester.
10. Local charges will be
billed during first three months of
the semester, $20/month/student.
Current SNET charges for
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Fun and Frolic at the 31 Flavors...
Ah, springtime. A time when one must toss away those unsightly construction boots in
favor of some of those stupid thong things that make annoying slapping noises when you
walk...a time when (as rumor has it) one's thoughts turn to love — or at least to not hating so
vehemently... a time when 9 out of 10 people randomly selected by nobody you know claim that
their tan really came from sitting outside for 10 minutes... a time when a young girl's thoughts
turn not to boys, but to ice cream.
Picture this. Sometime last week during the first few warm days we've had in Hartford
for over 2 centuries, I was sitting outside polishing my trusty lunchbox. The past winter had not
been especially kind to my fine black construction worker's number and it had grown ragged and
rusty. So I scrubbed and scrubbed with a rag soaked in Rustolium, hoping and praying that the
gods of those things metal would be most righteous and repairing. Suddenly there was a poof
of smoke and when it cleared, a genie was standing beside me.
GENIE: Master, my name is Gene. Whatever you wish is my command. Anything at all
that you want, I can get for you.
Anything??? At all??? Some dude is offering to get me whatever I want??? For free???
With no commitments??? Sounds like a match made in heaven if you ask me. Too bad Gene
wasn't my type. Not only was he too sensitive but he also had long green hair, red eyes and a
purple face. Call me picky but I'm not a big fan of guys who wear more make-up than I do.
Maybe it's because I'm from New England, I don't know. It isn't important. Let it just suffice
to say that Gene bore a much greater resemblance to a cross between Herman Munster and
Phyllis Diller.than to the perky blonde pony tailed "Jeannie" that had provided me with so many
memorable afternoons of after school fun and frolic.
GENE: So sister, what's it gonna be? I ain't got all day you know. I'm supposed to be in
an urn in Podunk by 3, a coffee cup in Trenton by 4, and a lawn mower in Muskogee by 4:30. Plus
I gotta go to a C.N.A.H.A. meeting at 5.
ME: What's C.N.A.H.A.? And hey, what happened to all of that ultra polite "Master" stuff
that you were just throwing at me? Now you sound like a cab driver from Newark.
GENE: C.N.A.H.A. stands for Compulsive New Age Healers Anonymous. We are a
group of people trying to overcome our compulsive desires to buy and sell large ugly crystals
and listen to awful music. And shuddup about the way I talk, you snot-nosed good for nothing
college kid. The master stuff was just my intro — it's all part of the Genie Code of Ethics and
Other Garbage. If you got a problem with it I can be gone quicker than you can say, "Paramus."
ME: Nope. No problems here. Nolaone. Can I make a wish now? Can I, huh, can I? How
many wishes do I get anyway?
GENE: You get two, you twerp. And yeah, you can make a wish now. Sooner even. Hurry
up though. I've almost run outta time on my parking meter down the street and I don't want my
new I-Roc to get another ticket.
ME: Just two wishes? I thought I was supposed to get three.
GENIE: Our budget got cut so we had to cutback. YOU GOTTA PROBLEM WITH THAT?
This wasn't turning out like I thought it would. In fact the whole scene was becoming a
nightmare or sorts. I figured the sooner I made my wishes, the less likely I would get physically
harmed by the green haired psycho in harem pants who was now picking his teeth with one of
" - ' " LATdo-Iwant?WHATDOIhis hoop earrings. Wish, A wish, no two. What do I want? Wl
WANT?
ME: I want some ice cream.
GENIE: Your wish is my command, Master.
Before I knew it I was standing in the Baskin & Robbins in West Hartford Center. The girl
behind the counter had that "Ohmigawd-not another-green-haired-genie-with-a-snot-nosed-
college-kid look on her face and wielded the ice cream scoop like a Ninja weapon to tell us how
happy she was that we had come in five minutes before closing.
MEAN GIRL: Yeah?
ME: Gee, I can never decide...um...ah...um...
GENIE: Grrrrrr! - _ . • .. '
ME: Can I have a double dip of chocolate peanut butter in a cone with jimmies and FAST,
please. •
MEAN GIRL: We're out of chocolate peanut butter.
ME: Just chocolate is fine then.
MEAN; GIRL: We're out of chocolate.
ME: Vanilla? Banana? Jamoca Almond Fudge? Peppermint Stick? Chocolate Chip?
Chocolate Chocolate Chip? Mocha Chip? White Chocolate Chip? Mint Chocolate Chip?
Chocolate Mousse? Strawberry? Blueberry? Black Raspberry? Fudge Swirl? Butter Crunch?
Peanut Butter and Jelly? :
: . MEAN GIRL: AH out. • \ . , :
ME: But how can that be?
MEAN GIRL: Look lady, how should I know? I.just work here. •
Meanwhile, Gene had floated behind the counter and was attempting to break the Guiriess
Book of World Records record for shoving ice cream cones up his nose. The record stood at 52
but it looked as if pretty soon Gene was going to be World Champion. He seemed relatively
happy and well occupied so I decided to keep trying. By now I had moved on to the gross
parental flavors that usually no one under the age of 40 likes. You know, the funny smelling
flavors with lots of fruity bits and nasty colors that are an assault to the tastebuds.
ME: Pistachio? Butter Pecan? Maple Walnut? Frozen Pudding? Rainbow Sherbert?
MEAN GIRL: Nope, not a one. Why. don't I just tell you what we do have, okay Nancy
Drew? . . . . '• • ; ' . . . •: • • • . • . . • J
• M E : Well, what DO you have? / '
MEAN GIRL: Iguana Mango Chip,and Sneaker Sherbert,
_ Iguana Mango Chip and Sneaker Sherbert? The entire scene was becoming too surreal for
my liking. Rusty lunchbox...a weird genie jamming cone shaped cookies up his nose...a Baskin
and Robbins with 2 of its advertised 32 flavors and a devil worshipping countereirl. Enough was
enough, .
. ME: .Gene, I want to go home. > .
. GENE: Your wish is my command.
ME: Hey Gene, if there is a Good Humor truck on the way home can we stop?
GENE: Too bad, honey. Your wishing days are history. Now we could always work out
some sort of a deal....maybe one involving me arid that cute countergirl, for instance
•;-:o:::';;:;\-;5prihg;6r-'notisprriethirtgsneverichahge
A Romp Through the
World of Rejection
In eight weeks I may very well be unemployed. This is
owing to the fact that I do not have a job. I have sent out over
a hundred resumes^ and the response has been overwhelmingly
unanimous: nobody wants to hire me.
Mind you, I'm in the same boat with most of the Seniors.
I have had many friends complain to me with great surprise
that they can't seem to find that $35,000 job for which they
thought a Trinity degree would automatically insure. We're all
having a bit of a rude awakening.
Case in point: last week, I read in the New York Times
that The Walt Disney Company was holding open interviews in
New York City. It has long been a dream of mine that I could
some day work for Disney, so I took the day off and made the
hike to NYC so that I could dazzle the Disneyites with my
overwhelming qualifications. I had pictures of them cancelling
all other interviews after mine, popping open the champagne
corks, and yelling "WE HAVE A WINNER! DISNEY IS SAVED!
HAIL! HAIL!" Instead, here is what I heard:
INTERVIEWER: (Looking at my Resume) Very
impressive qualifications, Mister Safran. So you want to get
into television, do you?
ME: Yes, that's right. It has long been a dream of mine
that I could some day work for Disney—
INTERVIEWER: Well, let's point you in the right
direction....
She wasn't pointing me towards the President of the
Disney Channel. I waited six hours in a stuffy hotel suite for a
tired woman to tell me I wasn't, qualified to work for her
BECAUSE I CAN'T DRAW! Imagine my surprise. Imagine
further my anger when it occurred to me that they could have
more or less told me exactly that before I made the shlep to New
York and waited six hours for the privilege of being laughed at.
Silly me. Four years of college, five internships, B average
(all figures approximate) and I forgot to learn how to draw.
And they call this a Liberal Arts institution. If they really
wanted to provide us with the qualifications we truly need for
entry-level employment they would make the following courses
mandatory: Drawing and Typing.
You wouldn't believe how many people are obsessed
with how fast I can type. Read the entry-level ads in the New
York Times on Sunday, They all look approximately like this:
COLLEGE GRADS: Grt opp in TV with growing co.
Salary neg. Rm for fast promotion if you are qualified. No ex
necces. Must be able to type 2 billion words a second. Send
resume+fingers to Box 3224. Safran need not apply.
You get the idea. I have called these people and explained
that secretaries type, and college grads dictate. The nerve of
these corporate boneheads who demand I do my own typing.
I've typed enough papers in my college career. Let someone
from the Steno Pool take care of it.
Once you have organized your resume, conned companies
into telling you who to write to and typed all the cover letters,
prepare yourself for the Great Rejection. These companies all
have one letter they send to you. It looks like this:
Dear Mr. College Person:
Thank you for your letter and resume. We have reviewed your
qualifications and it gave us a really good laugh. Did you really think
we would give you a job when all you have had for experience is
"Treasurer of the Math Club?" Nice try.
While your silly Qualifications may have been enough to give .
you a job scraping our feet, we are sorry to inform you that there are
no openings available with our company. Ever, As long as you live
there will be no openings available with our company. I don't think
lean emphasize this enough. No job for, you. We will keep your resume
on file for six months, at which time we will feet it to a Gopher named
"Simon."
Sincerely Yours, The Human Resource Department.
Let's face it, they are having tons of fun at our expense
and there's not a damn thing we can do about it. I suggest that
we boycott these people until they become so desperate for help
that they are willing to pay us $50K just to show up. And yell
at our secretaries.
We're Features. We're here to help the unemployed.
There's more going on than
yom might think.
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Eating Bugs Has Possibilties For A TV Show
There comes a time in
the life of every American
citizen when Duty calls. "Hey!
YOU!" are Duty's exact words,
and unless you're some kind
of flag-desecrating pervert,
you're going to stand up, as
Americans have stood up for
more than 200 years, and
you're going to say "Yes, I will
participate in the Arbitron
television-ratings survey."
I answered the Call one
recent afternoon. The phone
rang, and it was a person
informing me that I had been
selected to be an Arbitron
household based on a
exhaustive screening process
consisting of being home when
my number was dialed-at
random. As you can imagine,
I was deeply moved.
"Do I get money?"1 >1
asked.
The reason I asked this
is that a couple of years ago I
was a Nielsen ratings
household, and all they paid
me was two lousy dollars, yet




I'm a guy and therefore I
generally watch 40 programs
at once. Guys are biologically
capable of keeping track of
huge numbers of programs
simultaneously by changing
the channel the instant
something boring happens,
such as- dialogue. Wnereas
women, because of a tragic
genetic flaw,feel compellectto
watch only ONE PROGRAM
AT A.TIME, the way people
did back in the Middle Ages,
before the invention of the
remote control.
Anyway, it turns out
that $2 is also all you get for
being an Arbitron household.
But I agreed to be one anyway,
because, let's face it, when
anybody connected with the

















n a t i o n .
These people


















At least these people get
paid, which is more than you
can say for the people who go
on the syndicated TV talk




revealing that the are total
whackmobiles ("I'm Geraldo






live trout in their shorts.").
So I figured the least I
could do, for television, was
be an Arbitron household.
This involves two major
responsibilities:
1. Keeping track of what
you watch on TV.
2. Lying about it.
At least that's what I did.
I imagine most people do.
Because let's face it: Just
because you watch a certain
show on television, that
doesn't mean you want to
ADMIT it. Let's say you're
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fact, right now youre saying
to yourself, "Hey, I wonder
what channel that's on."
Unfortunately, at present it's
still in the conceptual stage.
It's based on an idea from my
editor, Gene Weingarten, who
has publicly stated that he
would eat a live adult South
Florida cockroach (average
weight: 11 pounds) for$20,000.
My point it that you'd
watch this program, but you
wouldn't tell Arbitron. You'd
claim that you watched a
National Geographic special
with a name like "The
Amazing World of Beets." In
my Arbitron diary, I wrote that
our entire household
(including Earnest, who is,
legally, a dog) mainly watched
the network news, whereas in
fact the only remotely
educational programming we
watched that week was a
commercial for oat bran, which
by the way is clearly no more
intended for human
consumption than insects are.
Speaking of which, here
is a late bulletin: My wife—
this is the wonderful thing
about Free Enterprise—-has
considered Gene Weingarten's
bid an announced that SHE
would eat a live adult
cockroach for just $2,000. If
you sincerely feel you can beat
that price, drop me a line c/o
the Miami Herald, Miami, FL
33132, because I'd like to
produce a pilot episode of "Eat
Bugs For Money" with an eye
toward—call me a Cultural
Pioneer—advancing the
frontiers of my income. I
wotild also appreciate your
lowest price on eating a
nonpojsonous but hair-
covered spider. Thank you.
©1990 Tribune Media
Services, Inc
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VIMIT "TO SEE SOMETHING
WE1RO? LOOK AT THE
I SORE LIKE CHOCOLATE
FROSTED SUGARBOMBS.1







OM T H E B f « . P P r t E L . •
LIKE IT'S MY FAULT
SHE HASN'T GOTTEN
THE CHIIAHEN SWEPT.





THINGS M « W M ?
CM EOt' SHOULD I PUT THE
WNES>N^«>
IT'S A UARO, BITTER, *
VtoRLD TO MAVt TO GROW
UP |N, HOBBES./
COUNTS
DO VOJ HWE AW BOOKS
ON HotAEMAOt BOWKS'?
THATfe WHAT I SWO. I
NEED A BOOK 1MK U S T 5
SMPPUES AKB GWES STEP:
B ^ - S t t P INSTRUCTIONS
FOR BUIL01US, WGSIH&,
AMD D E T M W W & THEM.
\
VlEa WWW AS3UT tOUR
OTHER. B K W C H E S ? COHT
TIGY HAVE ANX BOOKS.
LIKE THAT?
'ffftl
B3t, AHD PEOPLE VtONKR
i OTS OOHT READ. _.
m and Hobbes is published in the Tripod courtesy of the Hartford Courant )
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Announcements
There will be a special meet-
ing of the French Club on Wednes-
day, March 21, at 6:30 p.m. in the
Wean Lounge. Robbins Winslow,
director of forigen study, will be
speaking about opportunities for
studying in France. Students who
have returned from various pro-
grams will also be discussing their
experiences. All are welcome,
refreshments will be served.
Greaduating seniors who
have passed two or more actuarial
examinations are eligible for
consideration for the Mary Lou-
ise Guertin Actuarial Award. The
second examination may be taken
as late as May, 1990. Eligible
individuals should see Professor
Robbins, McCook 306, no later
than April 20, 1990.
Poets Michelle Cliff and
Margaret Randall will read from
their work, Tuesday, March 20,
7:30, Goodwin Theater, Austin
Arts Center.
As part of an ongoing series
of events marking the quincen-
tennial of the voyages of Christo-
pher Columbus, Trinity College
will host a colloquium on the
expulsion of Jews from Spain in
1492. "Tolerance vs. Intolerance
in Europe: the Expulsion of the
Spanish Jews - Antecedents and
Aftermath, will be held from 2 to
5:30 p.m. in the Washington,
Room.
Trinity College is sponsor-
ing ten Research Internships dur-
ing the summer of 1990 for stu-
dents who have taken at least one
year of college and, preferably,
who have taken at least one labo-
ratory science course. Research
Interns will earn a stipend of $2400
and may arrange to earn 1.25
credits from Trinity College at no
cost to the student. Housing at
Trinity may be possible. To be
considered for the program, stu-
dents must complete an applica-
tion and mail it to: Dr. Sharon
Herzberger, Department of Psy-
chology, 201 LSC. Minority
group members and women are
especially encouraged to apply.
Applications must be received by
April 10th and notification of
acceptance into the program will
be mailed by April 23, 1990.
Question by Patty Pierson Photos by Sue Muik:




"Stop drinking beer out nl




"Find out what that brown
spot on. Gorbachev's head.is
L
Prof Grossbcrg/ Chaplain Tull
Move to Mars / Vole & nintr.Uit.'
Jen Van Campen '90 Kelly James '91
"Run for president." "Eliminate a few key jiov't. officials."
JobPro Tempary Serice























Career Opportunities for soon to be Grads.
Inside sales coordinators, outside sales representatives
Contact Louie Dome, Manager of Recuitment and
Development
East Hartford 528-9178
Job Pro's Financial Division
Temp and Permanent Placements
Entry Level to Management
Contact Laurie Medeiros, Account representative,
Hartford
246-7720.
Internship Night - Wednes-
day, April 18. 7-8 pm. Alumni
Lounge. All students considering
an internship for Fall 1990 are
urged to come hear about the
program. We will have guest
speakers from several local or-
ganizations. The time to arrange
an internship is NOW — come to
Internship Night to find out HOW!
TCAC pesents Curtic Sliwa,
founder of the Guardian Angels,
8.pm. March 20 in the Washing-
ton Room.
The Department of History
announces the following prizes
for essays judged by the Depart-
ment to be of distinguished qual-
ity. Two copies free of grades,
notations, etc. must be submitted
by April 16,1990 to Seabury 23.
Theses submissions may be as
late as April 23, 1990.
George Cooper Prize in Brit-
ish History — $150. Awarded to
the senior who has done the best
work in British history at Trinity.
The prize was established in 1976
by D. G. Brinton Thompson,
Northam Professor emeritus and
a former Chairman of the History
Department.
Ferguson Prize in History—$450
(first); $300 (second) Students
in all classes are eligible to apply
for this prize. Essays of at least
15 pages written independently
or for courses and seminars are
eligible for consideration.
George J. Mead Prize in History
— $200. Only freshmen and
sophomores enrolled in History
101 are eligible. The prize is
awarded to the freshman or so-
phmore student with the most
outstanding record in History 101
as judged by the faculty in the
course.
D.G. Brinton Thompson Prize in
American History—$400. Open
to all clases. The award is to a
paper considered by the depart-
ment to be an excellent one in the
field of American history.
Miles A. Tuttle Prize — $700.
Competition for this prize is open
to members of the senior class
only. It will be awarded to the
student whose paper is judged to
be best in any field of History.
















g STANLEY H. KAPLAN
JL Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances.
For other locations call 800-KAP-TEST
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World & Nation
American Opposition of Loan to U.S.S.R. is Unwise
-by Bill Ghent-
World and Nation Writer •
The changes in Eastern Eu-
rope have been received with
extreme skepticism by the United
States Government. It seems that
skepticism has now brought
overly-cautious actions by the
government. Representatives
from thirty-four countries came
together in the past few weeks to
develop a charter for the new
European Bank for Reconstruc-
tion and Development, a plan
much similar in scale to the
Marshall Plan initiated by the
United States after World War II.
Nicholas Brady, Secretary of the
Treasury, has threatened that the
United States would not join in a
new financial institution designed
to aid Eastern Europe if the Soviet
Union becomes a major borrower
from the Western-backed bank.
The threat seems to be one in
a long list by the United States, for
its objectives are to influence its
European allies that Soviet in-
volvement should be restricted.
The bank is to be capitalized at 8.3
billion dollars of which thirty
percent will be paid at the start
• with the United States, Britain,
Japan, France, WestGermany, and
• Italy having an 8.5 percent share;
the Soviet Union is to contribute 6
percent.
As unbelievable as it may
seem, the plan, first introduced by
President Francois Mitterand of
France, was originally rejectedby
the United States altogether if the
Soviets were allowed any partici-
pation. The key to the new posi-
tion of the United. States govern-
ment is that it fears that Soviet
involvement will lessen the
amount of help going to other
Eastern countries, for the Soviet
Union will use more money for
economic needs of its own. This
action by the United States will no
doubt create tensions between
America and its Allies as well as
within the United States govern-
ment. Last week, House Demo-
cratic leader Richard Gephardt
called for economic aid to the
Soviets'to increase the success of
Mikhail Gorbachev. Brady, on
the other hand, wants the Soviets
to be given borrowing power equal
to that which they contribute.
The entire dispute over So-
viet aid is rather scandalous to say
the least, for it seems the arch-
conservatives are having a rough
time accepting the weakening of
America's bargaining power. If
this plan goes through, which it is
but guarenteed according to Mr.
Brady, it would mark the first
time since the postwar era that the
united States will not control a
multilateral institutionof this kind,
thereby reflecting the united
States' weakening power on a
world scale, both politically and
most definitely economically.
Consequently, if the United
States does not have its way with
this venture, it will probably send
aid through bilateral programs
even though the United States is
facing severe budgetary problems.
The World Bank and the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund might also
provide methods from which the
United States can send aid. On
other matters, the split with Eu-
rope on aid to the Soviet Union
will not be taken lightly at-home.
Michael Mandelbaum, senior fel-
low at the Council of Froeign
Relations in New York said that
although restriction of funds might
be economically sensible, singling
out the Soviet Union "is wrong
and foolish because we'll lose on
that. The Europeans won't buy
it,"
The interesting quip to the
entire affair will be the response
of the illustrious Mr. Bush, al-
ways the peace-keeper within the
Adminstration. He, who has been
supportive of the effort to inte-
grate the Soviets into the world
economy, will now have to com-
promise in order to settle the
Republicans who stronly oppose
aid to the Soviet Union. Instead
of trying to appease his fellow
party members all the time, he
should instead be more sensible
to the relationship with our Al-
lies. Ignoring the Soviet Union in
this affair would be like ignoring
the United States if the situation
were reversed. Playing power
games with Europe is no type of
foreign policy. One that gives
consideration to the Soviet Union
would be beneficial to all in-
volved. For a country who has
longed for such change in Eastern
•Europe for the past forty-five
years, it seems ironic that the
United States takes longer decid-
ing its response to changes than
the Eastern countries decide their
reforms.
Opportunities and Drawbacks to Reunification
Caution and Care Should Lead to Prospects for American Investment
-by Steve Safran-
Senior Editor
The buzzword for the past
several months has been "Unifi-
cation." With the prospect of a
unified Germany drawing closer
every day, issues both new and
old have been brought into the
public forum. There are several
concerns that the world commu-
nity has about a new, unified
Germany.
First the old: Germans have a
history of being an aggressive,
nationalistic people and a unified
Germany would be difficult to
control in the event of another
crisis. It is unlikely that a unified
Germany would immediately
invade Poland, but the issue is
nonetheless prominent in the
minds of many of the world's
population who remember the
horrors of World War II. It is
difficult to shake an image of an
entire country, especially when
EarthDay Focus.- Exxon Disaster
Symptom of Gluttonous Need for Oil
-by Dinah Mack-
Special to the Tripod
On March 24, 1989 at 12:04
am, the Exxon Valdez ran aground
on Bligh Reef, twenty five miles
South of Valdez in Prince Wil-
liam Sound. Crude oil poured out
Of the ruptured tanks at the rate of
twenty thousand barrels per hour.
Before the flow was stopped,
eleven million gallons had run
from the holds of the nine hundred
and eighty seven foot tanker into
what had been one of the most
pristine and ecologically rich
marine areas of Alaska.
The oil spread rapidly
through the Sound polluting over
twelve thousand miles of shore-
line, devastating four National
Wildlife Refugees, one National
forest, and three Nationalpark
areas. Had the spill occured on the
Eastern Seaboard, the oil would
have stretched from Cape Cod to
North Carolina's outer banks.
The effects of the petroleum
°n Alaska's wildlife were crucial.
Although death came quickly for
many birds and animals, the fu-
fure destruction will be devastat-
lng- Many animals fell victim to
me oil due to a lack of insulation
under their skin, thus their bodies
werc unable to ward off the ab-
sorption of the chemicals. Others
developed respiratory ailments
and suffered kidney and liver
e. And those, predators who
survive off the lower food chain
have ingested the oil through their
natural feeding patterns. Thus,
they have contaminated them-
selves and their young. Through-
out the spill over thirty six thou-
sand dead seabirds were found,
and approximately thirty dead
seals (though seals sink when they
die so numbers are unknown).
And concern for the bald eagle
population rose after discovering
one hundred and fifty dead. Re-
covered animals were frozen for
possible use as evidence in law-
suits, and more than one hundred
have already been filed against
Exxon.
Although Exxon is an easy
target for our aggression, the cor-
poration is only a symptom of a
much larger problem: we the
consumers fostering the demand
for more oil to be pumped through
the Alaskapipe line. Furthermore,
Exxon'slackofmoral obligation
and social responsibility is only a
reflection of the attitudes of
America's corporate views. Origi-
nally, Exxon had promised to
"clean" up the contaminated
beaches and Sound up to the
Department of Environment
Conservation Standards. How-
ever, due to the amount: of money
and effort required,-Exxon re-
canted and decided to only "treat"
the beaches. "Cleaning" implies
the restoration of an area so as to
replace what one has destroyed.
"Treatment" has no long term
aspirations, and no committments.
Because Exxon holds no
moral obligation to a restorative
plan, they must be held legally
responsible for the ruination of
the the Prince William Sound at
more than an environmental level.
It is time to make a stand against
corporate negligence.
On March 21 in the Cave,
ConnPIRG is sponsoring an Earth-
day event in prelude to the Anni-
versary of the Valdez Spill- March
24, 1990. Two films entitled
"America's Worst Oil Spill" and
"Voices of the Sound" will be
shown between 4:30 and 6:00.
Information on ways in which to
get involved will also be provided,
as will a petition which we urge
you to sign, In addition to our
efforts to raise awareness of cor-
porate responsibility, a lecture
entitled "What is Corporate Con-
science?" will be given by Tom
Chappell, founder and president
of Tnm's •of Maine natural per-
sonal care products. The lecture
will be held on April 10, 1990.
that image is one of being geno-
cidal maniacs.
The NATO presence in Eu-
rope is not going to go away. Now
that it takes substantially less of
their force to look after the Com-
munists, they can keep their eyes
on activity in other countries. In
the event of a crisis involving any
of the European countries, NATO
forces are ready at hand. The
Western countries have spent
paranoid decades preparing them-
selves for the Red Attack. Some
experts have estimated that it
would take the Soviets anywhere
from 3 weeks to 3 months worth
of preparation to invade Europe.
Compare this with the six or seven
minutes we previously thought it
would take. There is no longer an
immediate threat to Western civi-
lization, save for a nuclear device
finding its way into terroristhands.
Germany is not, however,
uniting so that it can dominate the
European military. The more
immediate concern should be their
new economy. A united Ger-
many would automatically be the
largest market in Europe, with
substantial influence on the econ-
omy of the world. The "2 plus 4"
negotiations currently underway
in Europe have focused on the
issue of a new German monetary
system. As is the case of any
country, it would serve the best
interests of the United States if we
worked with the Germans in they-
new system rather than opposing
themordoingnothingatall. There
may even be a chance or two for
American companies to benefit
from the new economy.
One thing is clear: the new
German presence will be felt
throughout the markets of the
world. It took the Japanese a
scant 30-40 years to shake the
world market, and that was a case
of building up from nothing. The
Germans already have a substan-
tial economy, with skilled work-
ers, successful corporations and a
strong currency. If the U.S. con-
tinues to hope that the industrial-
ized nations of the world will
simply go away, our own econ-
omy will suffer further. It should
be of paramount concern to U.S.
companies how they can make
their products better so that they
can compete with the foreign
products.
The unification of Germany
is an exciting prospect , and it
brings to aclose one of the darkest
chapters in modern history. For
years the Germans have been
asking for another chance, and
this is it. It is important that the
world closely monitor the prog-
ress of the new country, but there
is no reason why other countries
could notbenefitfrom thechange.
A united Democracy is closer fo
the best interests of the world than
a divided half-free, half-totalitar-
ian state. When the European
market unites at the end of 1992,
the new German state will have
even more to bring to the table.
The United States would best
benefit from the change by in-
vesting in the future of Germany
and its companies.




Founder of the Guardian Angels
Washington Room, Tonight at 8 p.m.
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World & Nation
U.S. Aid to Israel Need to Take Actions into Account
-by Phil Graham-
Wovld and Nation Writer
It is arguable that the United
States' most loyal ally is Israel.
Israel has supported the U.S. when
no other country would. The
United States has repaid this loy-
alty with unquestioned support
and huge amounts of foreign aid.
While the United States has an
absolute moral, not to mention
political, obligation to guarantee
Israel's sovereignty, it does not'
have an obligation to blindly
support every Israeli action. At
one point in time Israel was our
bulwark againstSovietexpansion-
ism in the Middle-East, and was
genuinely threatened by external
aggression. This is no longer the
case, and as times have changed
so must foreign aid policy. The
three billion dollars a year that
Israel receives is no longer appro-
priate. We must drastically cut
this aid, both so it can be more
fairly distributed to other coun-
tries, and in order to pressure Is-
rael to change her policies in the
occupied territories.
Israel's security has served,
and continues to serve, the United
States' best interests, but she is no
longer in danger. Israel is not
surrounded by three hostile Arab
slates threatening to "push the
lews into the sea," any longer.
Israel is now by far the strongest
nation is the region. Israel, by
virtue of her occupation of the
West Bank and the Gaza Strip has
in effect become a colonial settler
state. Perhaps at one point in time
this r;,uld have been overlooked
in orderto secure U.S. interests in
the region. In the post cold-war
era this is no longer an acceptable
rationale. Israel is a stable democ-
racy, and the Soviets are no longer
a threatening presence in the re-
gion.
Israel receives 3 billion dol-
lars a year in aid, the entire conti-
nent of Africa without Egypt,
receives 300 million! There is no
justice is that arrangement. The
Israel "entitlement" must be re-
duced by a sizable portion. The
aid should be redistributed to areas
such as Eastern Europe, Africa,
and Central America - areas of
true need.
The U.S. can not stand idly
by while our foreign aid is used to •
fund the rubber bullets and clubs
of an occupation army. By pro-
viding three billion dollars a year
in primarily military aid to acoun-
try that is at peace we are tacitly
approving the occupation. If mili-
tary aid to Israel were cut the
Israeli government would have to
choose between agreeing to a
"land for peace" settlement or
raising taxes. Most likely, Israeli
citizens would not be willing to
continue the occupation if they
actually had to pay for it. When it
is American money it is easy to
ignore the costs.
The United States should
make the Israelis understand that
our commitment to their security
is absolute and unchanged. Israel
is no longer threatened and thus
she has been able to use our mas-
sive aid to occupy the West bank
and the Gaza Strip. The Palestin-
ian Refugee problem caused by
Israel's founding and her occupa-
tion of these territories is not
simply an Israeli problem. Many
nations, America chief amongst
them, have felt the wrath of the
disaffected Palestinians.
. Israel's actions are unaccept-
able, and expensivefor the Ameri-
can taxpayer. Let the U.S. com-
mitment to Israel be on American
terms. Let us cut both Israeli and
Egyptian foreign aid down to size.
Let us tell all nations in the area
that we will guarantee the pre-
1967 borders of sovereign Israel
with U.S. military force. Israel's
time of danger has past, the Soviet.
threat in the Middle-East has re-
• ceded, let our foreign aid policy
reflect these changes. If the
Israeli's want to claim some mili-
tary "right of conquest" over the
West Bank and Gaza Strip then let
it be a true conquest. If they
intend to flout the standards of
international law and public opin-
ion then let them finance it them-
selves. We should not sanction
the occupation with our tax dol-
lars-let the money go to where it is
needed.
'I iiever tliought quotations like these renlli/ ever happened until.
"If your near the big river, drink from the big river. If your near the little river, drink from
the little river." .' . ,....
102 year old Huang Maji advice on longevity
"We're the American youth. And youth is about sex, drugs, pizza and more sex."
Nikki Sixx of Motley Crue
"If reality can destroy the dream, why can't the dream destroy reality?"
Anonymous-
"We are going to do something terrible to you — we are going to deprive you of an enemy."
Georgi Arbatov- Director, Intstitute for the study of the United States of America, Canada.
"Tune in. Turn on. And Drop out."
Timothy Leary
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Arts
Reverse Angle
by Michael J. D'Amato
The Handmaid's Tale
There is evil in this world. It
courses through the channels of
power that have their nexus in big
government, big business, and big
brother. Novels such as 1984. A
Brave New World, arid The
Handmaid'sTale reflect our worse
fears about the relationship be-
tween evil and power in modern
society. They demand that we
question the societies we have
constructed by prophesizing
dystopic ruin for us in the near
future. Such novels capture the
essence of evil, as it exists and
operates in human society,
through their ability to use meta-
phor: the ubiquitous t.v. screens
in 1984; the ubiquitous drugs in A
Brave New World: and the ubiqui-
tous dresses in. A Handmaid's
Tale. These metaphors serve as
catalysts for the reader's imagi-
nation allowing her to enter and
template with the darkness ex-
pressed by the authors. Yet cin-
ema, unlike the novel, relies on
the fnetonymic as opposed to the
metaphoric to relate its meanings.
It is for this reason, that the com-
plexities and profundities of evil
are so hard to capture and create
in film. The great Italian director
(and novelist, poet and critic) Pier
Passolini explains the difficulty
in portraying the metaphorical in
film:" Jakobson and Barthes have
spoken of the cinema as a me-
tonymic, as opposed to a meta-
phoric art. Metaphor is an essen-
tially lingustic and literary figure
of speech which is difficult to
render in the cinema except in ex-
tremely rare cases—for example,
if I wanted to represent happiness
I could do it with birds flying in
the sky....the cinema [however]
represents reality with reality; it is
metonymic and not metaphoric.
Reality does not need metaphors
to express itself. If I want to
express you I must express you
through yourself, I couldn't use
metaphors to express you. In the
cinema it is as though reality
expresses itself with itself, with-
out metaphors, and without
. any thing insipid and conventional
and symbolic."
Without going so far as to
label all that is symbolic or meta-
phorical in cinema as "insipid" or
"conventional" we can take from
Passolini an appreciation of the
difficulty director Volker Schlon-
dorff had in transferring the suc-
cessful depiction of evil in Mar-
garet Atwood's novel to the
screen. Schlondorff was faced
with the challenge of depicting
Atwood's rendering of evil
through her medium of language
and use of metaphor in a medium
that resists the very means on
which Atwood relied. For the
most part, Schlondorff succeeds.
The film opens with scenes
that stand in ironic contrast to the
recent events in East Germany. A
family of three try to cross the
border out of "The Republic of
Gilead." The father is fatally shot
in the back, while the mother and
daughter are captured by the
murderous border patrol. The
Walls that have recently been torn
down in East Germany stand taller
than everin the Republic, Schlon-
dorff quickly transports us into a
world where women are rounded
Where's My Goatee?
Beatnik Poetry Evokes Spirit of the 60's
-By Patricia Pierson-
Managing Editor
Our eyes met across a dark
and crowded room, the cool
sounds of jazz filtering through
my ears. I munched pastries and
my head rang with the words of
Allen Ginsburg and Gregory
Corso, Yes! I was at Beatnik
Poetry in the Underground Friday
evening, and oh, Daddy-O, what
a night it was.
Chattering over tunes such as
"Bewitched, Bothered and Bewil-
dered," Miles DavisVAllBlues,"
and Charlie "Bird" Parker's
"Now's the Time," Trinity stu-
dents relived (or lived for the first
time) a.little bit of the '60's this
weekend. Beatnik Poetry was
organized by the Allen/Vemon
Resident Assistants, and featured
spontaneous and inspired musi-
cal and literary performances by
both students and professors.
Between the hours of six and
eight p.m., Professors Hugh
°gden and Drew Hyland, as well
as Kim peters '90 and Aaron
Bennett '93 read a variety of six-
ties' poems, all reflecting the ar-
tistic angst of the era. Between
readings, Roger Park '93, Nathan
Sage '92, Tito Vasquez '92, and
Sarah Dolven '91 collaborated on
the hippest of jazz favorites - all in
the name of sheer, alternative
enjoyment.
"It was basically kind of
improvised, like the poems, in the
way everyone stood up and
shouted out a poem. It was very
spontaneous," said bassist Roger
Park about the band's perform-
ance. Instrumental such as
"Waltz for Debbie," and torchers
like "Loverman" created the ap-
propriate, soulful atmosphere for
the leadings that followed. Spe-
cial musical guest Sean Shank on
saxophone added an extra, bluesy
boost to the quartet's sound.
As evidenced by the lively
crowd, the RA's efforts were an
obvious success. The Under-
ground was filled to capacity with
students drawing in crayon upon
paper-covered tables and sipping
coffee. Also, an abundance of
candles contributed to the relaxed
ambience.
It seemed obvious that on
such a sultry. Spring night, the
only thingfo do was hop down to
a poetry reading and step into the
past with poems whose themes
are as applicable to our own era as
they were to students 25 years
ago.
up like cattle and organized into
groups of the colonized (those
sent to industrial waste goulags)
or the "Handmaids." The Hand-
maids are an "elite" core of fertile
women in a world that has figura-
tively and literally become steril-
ized and barren. The Handmaids
serve as surrogate for white, elite
females who cannot have chil-
dren. The political and social
organization of this society can be
seen as a type of post-modern
fascism. Atwood weaves together
allusions to the witch hunts in
Salem, the Nazi's theory of eu-
genics, Reagan'spolicies of "lais-
sez-faire" capitalism (and the
social and class rupturing and
polarization which resulted) to
construct her deep prognostica-
tion for our world.
Schlondorff does his best to
keep it up. Robert Duvall as "The
Commander" and Faye Dunaway
as his ex-movie star wife, Sareena
Joy, are perfect in their roles as
oppressors. Duvall, in a role that
calls to mind his part in Apoca-
lypse Now, is the leader of the
police force in this police state.
He is in charge of ridding the
world of "vermin" which includes
gays and blacks. He is also the
one who must impregnate the main
character, Kate (Natasha
Richardson). Through the rituals
of impregnation and the clandes-
tine relationship that develops
between The Commander and
Kate, Duvall succeeds both at
acting out and implying evil. He
is the smiling father who has just
come home from his busy day of
work at the concentration camp.
The Handmaid's Tale works
in its bleak prophecy because it
never strays from using materials
and attitudes that are very much a
part of our reality. Nuclear waste
that wreaks havoc on ourenviron-
ment, a reactionary patriarchal
force gone amok, capitalist ra-
paciousness inform the work and




This sensational rock musical is a contemporary love story
set against the background of an international chess compe-
tition between an American and a Russian. The musical de-
picts East-West relations and draws you into an intricately
thrilling romantic triangle. TheBushnell. Call the Bushnell
Box Office for show timesl 246-6807. Tix: $17-$32
Thru 3/30
Images of Self and Sexuality
Minimalist self-reflection contrasts with witty collages in two
mixed media installations: Cary Leibowitz's "Picture This:
Fried Porkchops," an exploration of gay self-identity and
Hilary Leone's "Through a Glass Darkly," which addreses
topical issues. Real Art Ways. Mon-FrM0am-5pm. FREE!
4/6 and 4/7
Sousa Marches on Hartford
Complete with costumes, flags, and—of course—Sousa's
own rousing marches, conductor Keith Brion will lead the
Hartford Pops Orchestra in an authentic re-creation of a
Sousa Band concert. TheBushnell. 8 pm. Tix:$10-$29
Thru 4/29
Stand in the Place: Photographs of African-American
Life from the Simpson Collection
In commemoration of Black History Month, the exhibition of
50 photographs drawn from the Simpson Collection will be
on view in the first floor Lion's Gallery. The exhibition is ac-
companied by a set of lectures on Black Master artists
Richmond Barthe, Romare Bearden, and Henry O. Tanner.
Thru 5/20
John Twatchman: Connecticut Landscapes
One of the best admired of all American impressionist paint-
ers, Twatchman created these 25 paintings between 1889-
1901. Wadsworth Athaneum. Admission: $1 for students
with ID. -
Submit articles to Box 1310
I he Trinity Student O J W r a
Theater this past Saturday.
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Arts
A Retrospective View of the Past Literary
Historical Roots of the Trinity Review
-By Jenny Gauthier-
Associate Editor & Publicity
Director, the Trinity Review
"One of the privileges men
share with God iscreation," wrote
College President Remsen B,
Ogilby in his preface to the Trinity
Review, Jan. 1941. Indeed, with
the publication this spring of the
1990 Review, members of the
Trinity College community will
have been creating great works of
literature and art for nearly 157
years.
Trinity was originally called
Washington College in honor of
U. S. President Washington, an
Episcopalian. By so naming the
school they were proposing to
found, Bishop Brownell and the
other petitioners were able to
associate the institution with the
Anglican Church, and still avoid
the discrimination they anticipated
from the Congregational Yale
Corp. members whose approval,
among others, was needed on the
petition to establish funding for
the college. One year later, in
1824, Washington College was
official ly founded on the present-
day site of the State Capitol and
Library buildings.
Classes were held in a Hart-
ford meetinghouse until construc-
tion of Seabury and 3arv\s Halls'
wascompIelcdinScpt., 1825. No
sooner had the 50 students settled
into their 12 x 20-foot Jarvis rooms
and begun attending class and
chapel in Seabury when the Athe-
naeum Society, organized by
Brownell, one faculty member and
three students, began meeting to
encourage "the literary improve-
ment of its members, especially
in Declamation, Composition and
Extemporaneous Debate. In 1827,
19 members of the Athenaeum
withdrew from that group to form
the Parthenon Society, For the
next 40 years, there existed a
friendly rivalry between theclubs,
which met for 3 hours every Sat.
morning after prayer, breakfast
and recitation to read papers and
debate topics of interest (relig-
ious issues excluded). The Socie-
ties were abandoned after the Civil
War, the Parthenon permanently.
Interest in the Atheneum, revived
initially around the turn of the
century, has waxed and waned
over the years.Today the Society
represents Trinity College at inter-
collegiate debate tournaments.
Around these early "liter-
ary societies" sprang up several
"secret societies," many of them
the (presumably) literary and
social clubs which were later
chartered by national fraternities.
One of these secret societies—
which, as far as most, if not all of
us know, never made it to the
twentieth century—was called the
Clubofthelncogniti.-Whatwedo
know about the Incogniti is that in
Oct. 1833, they published the first
Washington College literary
magazine, the Hermethcnean. It
has been said that this was the first
college literary magazine in the
country, but that hasn 't been veri-
fied. Although the origin of the
magazine's name is unknown,
Assistant Professor of History
Gary Reger suggests it may have
had something to do with Her-
mes, the Greek guardian deity of
thieves and messenger of the gods.
"Hermes was a trickster," says
Reger. "He could wrap things up
in language and convince people
of anything."
A prospectus for the
Hevmethenean issued by Joseph
Hurlbut, the publisher, explains
that the periodical "will be de-
voted to the encouragement of
youthful talent, the cultivation of
refined taste, and the promotion
of polite literature....Its design will
be to combine light with serious
matter, and afford amusement as
well as instruction. The work
shall, moreover, preserve a strict
moral tone, and aim at an elevated
character." Many have agreed
that the magazine did fulfill these
intentions.
Members of the immediate
Washington College community,
and others, such as the Rt. Rev.
John Williams, Bishop of Conn.—
later a Trustee of the college—
and Mrs. Lydia H. Sigourney
con tri buted to the Hermethenean.
Poetry; "occasional memoranda"
or "cursory notes" (i.e., "...vain
are the expectations of those who
would obtain truth without deep
inquiry and examination"); "lit-
erary notices", book reviews,
written by the board, of new
hardcovers and magazines; dis-
courses on philosophy and litera-
ture;'"travelers' notes" and short
narratives, allegedly taken from
student diaries; literary transla-
tions; and dialogues were pub-
lished. At the end of each issue
was an inventory, often supple-
mented with editorial remarks, of
manuscripts (mss.) received for
thatissue. The comments ranged
from "D.R. ms. received" to "The
author can do much better" to
"F.A.S. would do well to study
punctuation before he makes any
further attempts at composition."
Enthusiasm, tempered with
humility, was strong from the first
issue, "...we determined to come •
out and publish, right or
wrong....we have reserved to
ourselves the opportunity of sit-
ting behind the curtain and join-
ing in any laugh which may be
raised at our expense." Unfortu-
nately, the magazine did not sur-
vive beyond its first volume of Six
issues. "We have entered the field
of literature and found it full of
beauty, of excitement, of its own
rewards," the editors wrote on the
back of the sixth issue. From the
utter lack of any evidence of fur-
ther publication, those who have
examined this part of Trinity's
history assume that the board ran
out of funding, a deficiency which
has plagued many student organi-
zations through the years.
Washington College became
Trinity College in 1845 upon
recommendation of the Associate
Alumni, who, now that the col-
lege had been successfully estab-
lished, desired a more conspicu-
ous alliance with the Episcopal
Church. The Trinity Tablet be-
gan in April, 1868. The Tabk-r,
absorbed by the Tripod in June
1908, was essentially a newspa-
per, but it did print some original
student writing and many
sketches. Says Peter Knapp '65,
reference librarian and college
archivist, "The Tablet was sort of
a bridge between the Her-
methenean and ihe, Review." The
editors of the Tablet recognized
the need for a literary publication
when itprtnted a short article about
the Hermethenean in July of its
first year: "...we trust that before
many years have elapsed, the
undergraduates of Trinity, invigo-
rated by the literary spirit of the
times, will see,fit to issue a pro-
duction similar to it [the Her-
methenean] in character and
kind."
This expectation was unful-
filled, however, until the fall of
1938—40 years or so after the
Trinity campus moved to its pres-
ent site—when the late Josias J.
"Josh" Cromwell '39 and Rich-
ard K. Morris '41 co-founded the
Trinity Review. "We wanted to
have a literary magazine on cam-
pus, one that had some dignity to
it," remembers Professor Emeri-
tus of Education Dr, Morris, cur-
rently a Deep River, Conn, resi-
dent. According to the 1940 Ivy,
the nine-member Review, board
received over 160 submissions for
the Jan. and May 1939 issues.
Bound in colored card paper and
priced at $.75, each of the first
two Trinity Reviews featured
opposite the frontispiece a sketch,
signed "Howard Greenley 1938,"
of the college chapel as seen
through a window in "Middle
Jarvis." Introducing the magazine
in Jan. 1939 to the Trinity com-
munity, the editors wrote," "We
confidently believe that there lies
in the desk draws of students in
this college, material which...is
the product of
spontaneity...written at the dicta-
tion of one's own heart and
brain...This is the material we
want." What followed were se-
lections of original literary writ-
ing ranging from Latin verse by
William J. Wolf '40 to a short
dialogue among young college
men, "This Simian System", by
Henry Hayden '39, with a few
brief discourses, as well as poetry
and prose, in between. "Will I
recite Aristotle through a gas
mask?" wondered an anonymous
writer (May, 1939).
Morris assumed the role of
editor-in-chief when Cromwell
graduated, and the editorial office
moved from Jarvis to Morris'
single room, #5 Northam. "We
would meet and have some wine
together in my room over the door
of Northam Towers," he says.
"We had a good group. It was a
fine thing to do." As editor of the
magazine, he urged the Trinity
community to"...make the Trinity
' Review a real anthology of col-
lege writing." Artwork, in the
form of carved wood block prints,
became part of the magazine—
but only as a means of illustrating
the text—in May, 1940.
Paging through the next 50
years of the Review was, for me,
a sort of Trinity College "culture
session," to borrow an expres-
sion from Professor West's His-
tory 102 class.. In the hundreds
and hundreds of pages composed
and compiled by Trinity under-
graduates and, occasionally, fac-
ulty members, I found the follow-
ing: "A breeze laden with the
sweet smell/of freshening spring
grasses/whispe'd an auburn hair"
(1941); "hell,""damn,"etc. (from
1946 on); voices of the Demo-
crat's, Young Republicans and
liberal students (May 1948); bio-
graphical written sketches of such
notables as Goethe (1949); adver-
tisements—Bing Crosby for
Chesterfield Cigarettes, Travel/




beer; the Review prizes for poetry
and prose (est. 1950, subsequently
awarded whenever funds would
permit); "The Spit Club" (1951);
a column of "Charivari"; the Trin-
ity Reyiew logo in all capitals and
all lower-case letters, in every
color, in a "sunburst" design,
under photographs and sketches,
centered on a blank page; T.S.
Eliot, who requested "...that the
Editor will see that my name is
printed so that no one can miss it"
(1954); "Moldy Trin" (spring
1955); a cover composed of four
years of parking tickets received
outside the Bond Press, Inc.'s
Vernon Street offices (1955); "The
State of Student Religion" by the
college chaplain (1956); the Re-
view Society; book reviews;
"Elegy to a Haircut" (1959); trans-
lations; "Asparagus", a short story
by John Chatfield; a magenta
potato print (1963); photographs;
"HKKKCCCHHHT" (Mar.
1966); "My heart has a neon sign/
streaming blue from it/Vacancy
Vacancy" (spring 1968); "As this
issue of the Trinity Review goes
to press, the war in Vietnam
continues....This war must end
now." (spring 1970); shots of
Southern Comfort (1974); Portu-
guese Women and The Piano
Teacher (spring 1977); The
Marlborough Man is Dead (fall
1979); una rondina non fa pri-
mavera (spring 1981); The Urge
(fall 1984); in short, the love, hate,
peace, anger, birth, life, death,
dreams, hopes, fears, joys and pain
of several generations of Trinity
College.
This year, we've been meet-
ing weekly with our co-Editors-
in-Chief Jen Osborne and Ann
Luke in the New Dorm basement.
You're more likely to find us
drinking Diet Coke instead of
wine, or quoting David Letter-
man instead of Cicero, but our
objectives remain essentially the
same as those of Cromwell and
Morris, and that wacky Club of
the Incogniti. As this article goes
to press, we are in the process of
selecting material for this year's
issue from dozens of outstanding
submissions. Many thanks to all
who sent in their work. To those
who didn't, we'leave you with
these words from the 1941 Re-
view board: "There are those of
you here at Trinity, who have not
yet given expression to your tal-
ents, but one of the purposes for
which the Trinity Review was
established is to show you how
your classmates [and professors]
write and what they write. Hav-
ing seen these things, take up the
pen [the bru'sh, the camera], not to
imitate, but to be yourself."
'•'Author's note: Most of the
"Trinitiana" was obtained from
History Professor Emeritus Glenn
Weaver's The History of Trinity
College. Vol. 1. Hartford: The
Trinity College Press, 1967.
TONIGHT
Michelle Cliff and Margaret Randall
These two outstanding writers and teach-
ers will be reading from their own work.
Sponsored by the Women's Center and




Retrospective paintings by the late Coyer,
a Trinity College alumnus. Widener Gal-
lery. 1-5 PM daily. FREE!
Thru 4/9
Fernando G. Rosa
"Images and Scenes of Portugal," photo-
graphs by Rosa, asst. deputy director of
the Hartford Economic Development Corp.
and Wethersfield resident. Mather Hall
Artspace. 8 AM -10 PM daily. FREE!
Thru 3/27
Cinestudio
"Mystery Train" Wed-Sat 7:30 PM
"Dangerous Liasions" Fri-Sat 9:50 PM
"Yeelen (Brightness)" & "Salaam Bombay"
[Double Feature) Sun-Tues 7:30 and 9:30
PM- Tix: $2.50 with ID.




Flat Duo Jets, The Flat Duo Jets, Dog Gone Records.
If you were to take a little Robert Johnson- the King of the Delta
Blues-, some Bo Diddley, and a touch of The Replacements you might
come out with the Flat Duo Jets. The Jets are a power trio straight out
of Athens, Ga.(the home of such college faves as R.E.M. and the B-
52's). The band's first major recognition came in the form of two cuts
off the "Athens, Ga.- Inside/Out" soundtrack. They have survived as a
bar and fraternity band playing around the South for several years now
and this, their self-titled first release, is thrashing up the college radio
and retail charts. Old fans of the Jets, and the band themselves, are
probably real psyched that these three starving artists are moving up in
the music world, from the Motel 6 to the Days Inn, from Red White and
Blue beer to Busch, from Twinkies and a cream soda to PopTarts for
breakfast.
The Flat Duo Jets combine southern blues with up-tempo R&B
guitar rock. Other bands such as the Paladins have carried this sound
into the mainstream music of today. The Jets are a new band to the
scene and offer a fresh unspoiled version of this great rock/blues sound.
This record was recorded two years ago on a two track in some guy's
garage. This "crude" method has preserved that garage feeling of live,
small time rock. The recording makes you feel like you are there, sitting
on a garbage can, listening to these three jam. It's fun music and a must
for anyone who claims to like roots southern rock, or who loves to see
live bands in a small bar/garage type setting. There is little point in
recommending quality picks on this record, as that they are all real fine,
but for radio request purposes, try "Madagascar", "Chiquita", or "Man
With the Golden Arm".
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Urban Bush Women and guest artists Thought Music in "Heat" Photo by Johan Elbers
The Extraordinary Dance of Urban Bush Women
-By Nicole Moretti
& Sean Maloney-
,_ Special to the Tripod
If you didn't find the time to
see the Urban Bush Women this
past Friday in Goodwin Theater,
[hen you really missed out on an
incredible show. It was exciting.
It was invigorating. Itwasadon't-
blink-your-eyes-or -you'll-miss-
something-incredible perform-
ance. Simply put - it was extraor-
dinary.
Through six dances, Urban
Bush Women thrilled audience
members with their spirit and
concentration. The first dance, "I
Don't Know, But I've Been Told,
If you Keep On Dancin' You'll
Never Grow Old" was a conglom-
eration of six minUdances cele-
brating the various forms of dance
found in all activities. The piece,
dedicated to "cheerleaders, ma-
jorettes, double dutch
jumpers...and all the people who
keep the spirit of dance alive in
the world" explored many facets
of dance.
Using massive drum beats
and whistles, the dancers per-
formed a variety of energetic
cheers and marches.
Other dances followed in
which dancers described the feel-
ing of the music: "It's in my hips,
I can't sit...It's in my feet, I can't
stop.The dancers were given a
break as guest artist David Daniel
Pleasant performed a one-man
music show using drums, harmon-
ica and body parts.
The second dance piece, en-
titled "Girlfriends," was about four
women and the bonds that exist
between them. Without any sound,
the four argued, made-up, cried,
and supported each other. It be-
came humorous when one stripped
off her nightgown to reveal a red
teddy. As she posed, her friends
laughed uncontrollably in slow-
motion. At first anguished by their
jeers, she began tolaugh and mock
herself also, breaking the silence
by having the entire group laugh.
"LifeDance II...The Papess
(mirror in the waters)" presented
soloist and choreographer Jawole
Willa Jo Zollar in a breathtaking
personal journey through repre-
senting images of spiritual im-
pulses, including the Tarot, sha-
manistic healing traditions, Afro-
American Orisha and Christian
mysticism.
Wearing a green dress, sun-
glasses and green lipstick, Zollar
The Women's Center and the English Department welcome two distinguished writers




Reading from their work
TONIGHT
7:30 p.m.
Goodwin Theater, Austin Arts Center
Michelle Cliff, an outstanding writer and
teacher, was bom in Jamaica and educated in
the U.S. and at the University of London. The
recipient of both an NEA fiction grant and the
Massachusetts Artist' Foundation Grant, Cliff
has received exceptional praise for her six
works, including No Telephone to Heaven.
Her latest book, Bodies of Water, is a collec-
tion of short stories.
Margaret Randall, an internationally ac-
claimed author of over 40 books, is an expres-
sive poet, writer, teacher, phohographer and
oral historian. A dedicated activist, Randall
recently regained U.S. citizenship after a
lengthy battle against the U.S. Immigration &
Naturalization Service. Her most recent books
include: Memory Says Yes, This is About
Incest, and The Shape of Red: InsiderlOut-
sider Reflections.
contorted her body to the various
humanandAfricansounds. Later,
holding an egg in one hand and
the dagger in the other, Zollar
stripped offherdress while facing
a singular light seeming like the
moon. In a dance that represent
the forces of life and death, she
smeared the egg onto her chest"
laying the dagger before her.
"Lipstick"a dancecomprised
of seven sections, brought back
the level of high energy entertain-
ment. Wearing red and fuschia
outfits, the women heavily ap-
plied shades of lipstick such as
"Very Very Very Berry," and
"Tempest Coral" in a tribute to
Motown's female groups.
In the section "Vulva Oper-
etta" the dancers described how
they call their sweaters "vulva"
and how it throws people when
the say "Where did you get that
beautiful vulva?" or"I think I'll
put my vulva in the closet."
"Working for Free" a struc-
tured improvisation by Zollar, was
an exploration in free movement.
After showing examples, Zollar
asked for audience member to
scream out words, such as "pain"
and "iove" which she would use
for her next improvisation.
The last dance piece, "Shel-
ter," was a dance commentary on
the homeless, recreating stories
of destitute women. Stating truths
such as "It could happen to you"
while pointing at the audience was
especially moving. As the danc-
ers crawled about the stage, shar-
ing their anguish, they said, "I see
myself as the homeless; I fall down
and I can't get up; Between a rock
and a hard place."
They ended with a sense of
African heritage, talking about the
destruction of the rain forests. The
final message of the piece was
listing endangered species, includ-
ing human beings.
Urban B ush Women were es-
tablished in 1984 by Artistic Di-
rector Zollar as a vehicle for her
exploration of cross-cultural di-
versity and theatrical constants.
The Writing Center
Now located in the English
Department at 115 Vernon St.
Bring your Disks. We have a
Mac and printer and an IBM
on the way.
Daytime Hours
Monday- Friday 9-12 noon
and 1-4 p.m.
Evening hours
Monday - Thursday 6:30 -
9:30
Drop in or phone for an appointment - 297 - 2468
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Sports
By Rick Zednik
Ski-Team Ends Strong Season
Both Men and Women Place Strong
The National Collegiate Athletic Association is in the midst of
holding its annual Basketball Championship Tournaments. Scores of
television hours have been scheduled for broadcasting the Division I
men's tourney. The nation is being turned upside down by this two-
week long event and everyone seems to love it.
Is this extravaganza of the athletic prowess of students appropri-
ate? This is a multifaceted question which has been tossed back and
forth by millions of people millions of times, but after having attended
five of these games at Hartford's Civic Center this past weekend, I
have given the subject much thought and some new issues have been
brought to my attention. Hopefully we can put this whole mess into
some sort of perspective.
What about the women's tournament? The coresponding tourney
for the females is being held simultaneously and receiving virtually no
attention. Is someone going to tell me that the men work harder and that
their title is more deserved of press? And how about Divisions One and
Two? Why didn't Rochester get any more than a small mention in the
stats pages of many papers for winning the Division III championship?
So the level of ability is much higher at the UNLVs than at theTrinitys.
Ithink'we'lltakeour 1200 mean SAT's over their 12000 mean hoops
attendance any day. Should not the accomplishments of athletes who
attend a full schedule of classes be more impressive than those of
athletes who do not even regard graduating imperative?
This brings me to another point. College basketball and football
•' ' - - - • " " •' " " - • • - • ' p o r t s .
-By David Payne-
Special to the Tripod
Is this a shoot for a new Greg
Stump film? A demonstration by
the U.S. Ski Team? Try-outs for
the special Olympics? No! It's the
Trinity Ski Team, on the hill, day
and night. Whether the mission is
tracking-up waist-deep powder at
Ski Sundown, shredding gates at
the Pymouth State winter carni-
val, or dusting the pack (again) at
theannual "Head of the Heineken"
Regatta at Amherst-Bantams on
boards do it with style.
The Trinity Ski Team/a club
sport, competes against nation-
ally competitive varsity teams
from UMass, Boston college,
Plymouth State, Brown, Amherst,
Smith, and UConn, and clubs from
Central Connecticut and Mount
Holyoke, in the Osborne Divi-
sion of the National Collegiate
Ski Association (NCSA). De-
spite the exceptionally high cal-
ibre of skiers in the division, Trin-
ity consistently places skiers in
the top half of the pack, thanks in
part to the words of wisdom from
coach Skip Hopkinson ("There's
a start, a middle, andafinish...use
all three"). This season, in afield
of eighty to a hundred skiers, Katie
Everitt '91, Tracy Tobin '92, Ian
Findlay '92, David Payne/92 and
captains Mike Vandall arid Mike
Cavanaugh '90 had finishes of
18, 15, 28,26, 34, & 39, respec-
tively. In addition, Mark Haddad
'91, Dusty Kauff '91, and David
Lyman '92 had finishes of 35,36,
& 49. Justin Anderson '92,
Abigail Bordner '93, Meg Dunn
'93, Lemur Greenberg '91, Ab-
bie Helman '93, Luke McGrath
'92, Kim Piotrowski '93, Marc
Schader '90, Elissa Raether '93,
"Ski to Die" Chris Weiss '92,
and Raana Zia '93 rounded out
the squad and contributed
throughout the season with con-
sistent finishes.
Trinity skiing finished in
seventh place again this season,
topped at the very end by the
Huskies of UConn; but next sea-
son is less than three hundred
days away, and preparations are
already being made. If you're
interested in skiing for Trinity




to share it with me. Major Harris has served his duty in the minor
leagues of the football world and he knows that it is time for him to
move up to the big time.
I say Major already is in the big time. When he was a senior in high
school, he had dozens of universities knocking on his door begging
him to say he wanted to attend their institutions. He and many other
eighteen year olds held press conferences to declare where they were
§oing to go to schooL Do they have to apply? Ponder this: SeniorasketballplayersRumeal Robinson and Terry Mills were not allowed
to play their freshman seasons at Michigan due to SAT scores under
700. How many of us probably doubled their scores and did not have
a realistic shot of gaining admission to one of the nation's finest state
universities?
What happens to the lesser athletes after graduation? For every
Andre Ware, there are hundreds of guys who devote equal time to their
sport in college who will not be able to play for money .They are forced
to give their sport priority over all else wnile in season and their aca-
demics must suffer. What does the money made by the schools go for?
Better recruiting to stay competetive? What better way to reward the
players and schools?
What about the other sports? Why no recognition? (the worst
player on the 64th team in the basketball tournament still may get on
ESPN while the best in many other sports never get any exposure.)
Is there some good to any of this? Just ask yourself.
Wrestlers End Trying Season
Continued from Page 16
tivate themselves for practices
and matches. Wrestling be-
came very personal, it certainly
was not a matter of team glory,
with only six out of ten pos-
sible weight classes filled.
Although our dual meet
record was poor (chalking up
only two wins), it was expli-
cable since we gave up twenty-
four points to each of our oppo-
nents. We did wrestle well
against WNEC. Out of six
matches, Trinity won three, lost
two,andinjury defaulted. That
is a pretty fair showing, Our
team went through its ups and
downs, its good times and bad
times, but the six of us stuck it out
with the help of our coaches.
Having gone through the things
we have gone through together, it
ishardtonotbelikeafamily. We
became each other's best fans and
great friends.
As it worked out, instead of
the season being a poor one, we
had a fairly good one considering
the age andiack of experience of
the team members. Last year the
Trinity wrestling team took thir-
teenth place in New Englands,
this year, with the help of six
place finisher, Adam Dunn '93,
Trinity placed one step better at
twelth. The two other fresh-
man on the team, Jeremy Bur-
den and Matt Pederson, fin-
ished the season tied for the
most wins while sophomores
Jack Kirkpatrick and Mike
Taylor received the Co-Cap-
tain award and most improved
award, respectively. Junior
Andre Bouffonge received his
second varsity letter. Next year
Paul will return to share the
Co-Captainship with Jack, and
Colin will be with us as well,
Who knows how many stud we
will be getting from the up-
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Mils Best Bar Bottles
6.99+
Black Label Bar Bottles
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Ford, MVSt. FR 289
Rogers, Ala St. SO 286
Gathers, LMU SR 314
Brooks, TnSt. JR 258
Jackson, LSU SO 294































Campbell, Sw Mo SR
HiU, Xavier- SR
Ceballos, Full St. SR








































































































NCAA Tournament's Top Scorers
Glen Rice, Michigan, 1989, 6 games
184 pts., 30.7 ppg.
Bill Bradley, Princeton, 1965, 5
games, 177 pts., 35-4 ppg.
Elvin Hayes, Houston, 1968, 5 games, ]
167 pts., 27.2 ppg.
Danny Manning, Kansas, 1988, 6
games, 163 pts., 27.2 ppg.
Dominant Teams in the 80's















































































































































































3,667 - Pete Maravich, LSU, 1967-1970
3,249 - Freeman Williams, Portland St.,
1974-1978
3,217 Lionel Simmons, LaSalle, 1986-1990
3,066 - Harry Kelly, Texas Southern, 1979-
1983
3,008 - Hersey Hawkins, Bradley, 1984-
1988
2,973 - Oscar Robertson, Cincinnati, 1957-
1960
2,951 - Danny Manning, Kansas, 1984-1988
2,914 - Alfredrick Hughes, Loyola, 111.,
1981-1985
2,884 - Elvin Hayes, Houston, 196S-1968
2,850 - Larry Bird, Indiana St., 1976-1979











































































































Athlete of the Week is
Tom Williams. Tom
won the silver medal
in the feather weight





Come to The View for Dinner!
Pitchers of Busch are only $3
when you order a meal between
6 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Monday Night - $3 pitchers of
Milwaukee's Best from from 9 »
'i
p.m. to closing.
Sunday Night - Pitchers of
Milwaukee's Best are only $3
between 9 p.m. and closing
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29-1 LaSalle Explores Hartford for NCAA Tournament
An Interview with Coach Speedy Morris and All-American Lionel Simmons
-By Patrick H. Keane-
Sports Editor
Many basketball prognosti-
cators felt that neither of them
would make it; the high-
school coach and former
bar owner who tried to
coach a major college bas-
ketball team, and the awk-
wardly immobile kid from
the South Philadelphia
projects who aspired to
become an All-American.
Well, William "Speedy"
Morris and Lionel Sim-
mons made it all the way to
a 29-1 record, the best in
the country heading into the
NCAA tournament, and the
"L-Train" has picked up
3,217 points on the way.
"Speedy" Morris has
been in "the game" as he
calls it for over thirty years.
The loqaucious Roman
Catholic High School coach
foroverten seasons became
somewhat of a city legend
in leading Roman to the
heights of Philadelphia
basketball. Moms' her-
alded career at Roman was
mysteriously ended after years of
devotion to the Jesuit institution.
His sudden removal from the
position at Roman prompted an
aura of controversy which was
somewhat mitigated by his ap-
pointment to the head-coaching
job a! William Penn Charier
School. Morris coached for three
seasons at Penn Charter, leading
the Quakers to the Inter-Academic
League championship twice, and
rankings in Southeastern Penn-
sylvania for his entire tenure.
Morris then moved on to LaSalle
in 1986 to coach the women's
team. Morris entered LaSalle with
aspirations of eventually becom-
ing the men's head coach, but his
lack of acollege degree posed yet
another obstacle.
After leading the women's
team to theirfirst ever twenty win
season, Speedy was finally given
his shot and in 1987 he became
the head coach of LaSalle men's
team. Speedy was also granted
the opportunity to coach a sopho-
more phenom by the name of
Lionel Simmons. Simmons has
become an even larger success
story than his legendary coach.
the entire LaSalle basketball team.
When Loyola Marymount star
Hank Gathers collapsed and died
ealier this month, the repercus-
sions were felt three-thousand
miles away on the LaSalle court
ford for the first and second
rounds of the NCAA tournament
last weekend. —I talked to
Speedy after LaSalle' s first round
victory over Southern Missis-
sippi.
The Southern High School star
and all-city forward chose to at-
tend LaSalle because of its pro-
pinquity to his South Philadel-
phia home and because of the
steeped tradition of Big 5 basket-
ball. The arrival of "Speedy" and
the "L-Train"saw LaSalle quickly
rise from the doormat of Big 5
hoops to the power of Philly col-
lege basketball. Simmons who
averaged 24.5 ppg. over his ca-
reer has become the only player in
college basketball history to score
over 3,000 careeer points and grab
over 1,400 career rebounds. This
season, Simmons has averaged
26.2 ppg. and 11.1 rpg. and has:
become the number three scorer
in NCAA history.
Entering the 64 team NCAA
tournament LaSalle boasted the
best record (29-1) and the longest
win streak in Div. I basketball
(twenty-two games). This season
has been an emotional strain on
and in the Philadelphia project
where Gathers grew up. Gathers,
a long-time on court adversary
and personal friend of virtually
the entire LaSalle basketball team,
was another Philly success story
in the making before his tragic
death. Gathers teamed with Bo
Kimble (LMLJ), and Doug Over-
ton (LaSalle) for Dobbins Tech to
capture the State championship
over Lionel Simmons, Bobby
Johnson (LaSalle) and Southern
High School.
Both Loyola Marymount and
LaSalle have dedicated their sea-
sons in the memory of Hank Gath-
ers. SimmonsandGathers'smany
college, high school, and play-
ground, confrontations molded
into a lasting friendship.
. I recently had the opportu-
nity to talk with LaSalle head
coach William "Speedy" Morris,
and AU-American forward Lionel
Simmons, as they were in Hart-
Pat: What are LaSalle's chances
for success in this, your third trip
to the NCAA tournament?
Speedy: First, it's always great
just to get here. There are sixty-
four excellent teams chosen, and
we're just happy to be one of
them. Thisyearwe are hoping to
forget about our early losses in
'88 and '89. We're 5-1 against
tournament teams, we' ve beaten
Notre Dame, Villanova, DePaul,
Ohio St, we can beat anyone if we
play to our potential.
Q: How would you asses your
team's performance during the
Southern Miss, game?
A: Well, we needed a big game
from Lionel and he came through
for us (32 points, 11 rebounds).
We also got solid performances
from Doug(Overton) and Bobby
(Johnson) butwe' re going to need
everything to pick up a win
against Clemson.
Q: How do you plan to play
Clemson?
A: Well, they're a lot bigger than
we are. 'They're the ACC regular
season champs, and you can'tsay
enough about that. They have two
tough big guys underneath in
Elden Campbell and Dale
Davis, who are going to be
real tough to contain.
Hopefully we'll be able to
pack the zone in tight and
force them to shoot from
the outside.
Q: How have you seen
Lionel progress over your
years as head coach?
A: Lionel's the best player
in the country. He's the
player oftheyear, and the
only player in the history of
the college game to score
3,000 points and get over
1,400 rebounds. He's de-
finetly become more of a
complete player, and he can
even hit the three-pointer
when we ask him to, he just
makes all the players
around him that much bet-
ter.
Q: What has it been like to
move up in the ranks in
coaching, from Penn Char-
ter and Roman to LaSalle?
A: Well, Pat, it's all just execut-
ing the fundamentals. The talent
in Division I might be a lot better
than in high school but the game
is still the same. I just love the
game; it keeps me young.
Q: How has the death of Hank
Gathers affected the team's mo-
rale?
A: Hank was friends with just
about everybody on the" team, he,
Doug Overton, and Lionel Sim-
mons were like brothers, It's been
a devastating loss but the players
have rallied around Hank''s death.
Q: What is it like to possibly be
the player of the year?
Simmons: I'm not worried about
that right now, we're just hoping
to win the tournament.
Note: LaSalle lost to Clemson in
the Second Round by a score of
79-75. Simmons scored 28 in a
losing cause.
Bantam Grapplers Rally Despite Dearth of Participants
-By Matt Pederson-
Special to the Tripod
- For a wrestler, life is tough,
especially during the season. Life
is a constant battle, trying to keep
; your weight downand living with
the pains that are common in
contact sports. To make it all the^
way through the season is an*
accomplishments in itself and is a
sign of real dedication and deter-
mination. This season Coach
Sebastian Amato and coach Joe
Adam '86 (Trinity's first Ail-
American wrestler) had high
hopes for the team. Last season,
the. team, which had thirteen
wrestlers, consisted mostly of
freshman and a couple of sopho-
mores. There were some disap-
pointments at the beginning of
this year because only seven de-
cided to turn out with only three
freshmen turned out for the team,
but they were a tough bunch.
AfterChristmas vacation, the
team was down to six out of the
original ten wrestlers. Two were
lost injuries: our captain, Paul
Hartley '91 and Colin Kisor '91.
The other two decided not to
continue wrestling this season.
This and the week show of sup-
port hy the school made it extra
hard on the remaining six to mo-
Continued on Page 14
Bantams grappling ealier this season. Photo by Sue Muik
Ski-Team Wrap-up
Box Seatss The Student-Athlete?
On the Stats Page:
Complete NCAA Stats
